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ABSTRACT 

 
This thesis studies the world-building elements of Urban Fantasy, a genre of 

popular fiction that emerged in the early 1980‘s. I examine the genre as a model-variant 

of the fantastic that uses elements of traditional Fantasy, Science-Fiction, and the Gothic 

to construct a believable storyworld inhabited by both humans and non-humans, in which 

a ―breach‖ has occurred before the opening of a narrative and forced the previously 

mimetic world model to ―adapt‖ to a supernatural intrusion. Repercussions resulting from 

the breach are also examined though the works of popular Urban Fantasy authors, such as 

Laurell K. Hamilton, Charlaine Harris, and Kim Harrison, in order to establish a formula 

for current Urban Fantasy narratives that has progressed from the early fiction of the 

genre.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

 

My interest in paranormal fiction began in the eighth grade with L.J. Smith‘s two 

young adult series, The Vampire Diaries and The Secret Circle. Once introduced to the 

world of vampires, witches, and werewolves, all other types of fiction lost their appeal.  

As I devoured one paranormal novel after another, they too slowly became mundane, 

each using the same formula as the next. However, by chance, I discovered the Anita 

Blake: Vampire Hunter series by Laurell K. Hamilton, and my interest was once again 

sparked. The series was like nothing I had read before. The dark, gritty, urban locality 

and the humans and non-humans living side-by-side, each aware and coping with the 

existence of the other, was a fascinating and addictive formula. Urban Fantasy, as the 

genre is titled, emerged in the early 1980‘s. Being relatively new, and a genre of popular 

fiction, very little academic study has been done that focuses specifically on its world-

building conventions as separate from those of traditional Fantasy. Also, early works of 

Urban Fantasy, such as those by Tanya Huff, Mercedes Lackey, and Charles de Lint, are 

similar in paranormal elements but dissimilar in world-building elements to current 

Urban Fantasy. Through this study, I examine the works of popular Urban Fantasy 

authors such as Laurell K. Hamilton, Charlaine Harris, and Kim Harrison, in order to 

establish a concrete world-building pattern throughout the genre and identify the 

elements that differentiate Urban Fantasy from contributing genres such as Fantasy, 

Science-Fiction, and the Gothic. I also study the technique of genreblending and its effect 

on the theme of the monstrous within Urban Fantasy literature. 
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CHAPTER II  

AN “ADAPTIVE” WORLD BEYOND THE BREACH 
 

Eddi McCandry has just left her boyfriend and their band when she 
finds herself running through the Minneapolis night, pursued by a 

sinister man and a huge, terrifying dog. The two creatures are one and 
the same: a phouka, a faerie being who has chosen Eddi to be a mortal 
pawn in the age-old war between the Seelie and Unseelie Courts. Eddi 
isn't interested—but she doesn't have a choice. Now she struggles to 

build a new life and new band when she might not even survive till the 
first rehearsal.   
–Cynthia Ward review of War for the Oaks 

 
 Fantasy situated in a gritty urban setting where renegades from the realm of 

Faerie conspire with unsuspecting humans in a battle of good versus evil—this is the 

original scenario for Urban Fantasy. The short description of Emma Bull‘s cult classic 

War for the Oaks defined Urban Fantasy fiction emerging in the 1980‘s. The imagined 

world of Faerie was revealed to exist alongside the real world of an urban city to create 

what came to be termed ―Bordertown‖ (Herald 239). This archetypal shared world of 

pugnacious fey and ordinary humans became the basis for Urban Fantasy literature. 

However, early Urban Fantasy such as War for the Oaks does not really resemble the 

Urban Fantasy of the twenty-first century. The ―shared worlds‖ have combined into a 

single unit, including both humans, fey, and any other sort of supernatural creature. The 

characters are no longer runaways, despots, and rock musicians, but ordinary (and 

sometimes extraordinary) humans working as reporters, radio hosts, detectives, or any 

other manner of everyday job, and the once secret supernatural live and work right 

alongside them.  Jim Butcher, author of the popular Dresden Files series, addressed the 

major changes in Urban Fantasy in a recent interview, stating, ―Urban Fantasy has gone 

national…While it was previously characterized by an almost universal lower-economy, 

skyscraper-lined street setting, and mostly starred cynical, rather angsty punk-type 
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protagonists, it‘s expanded in almost every sense, including nearly any type of modern 

setting and a broader variety of characters‖ (Levy, ―Jim Butcher‖ 25). Although the 

original urban setting has remained intact, albeit expanded, the world-building aspects of 

Urban Fantasy have evolved, taking the literature to a new level that does not separate 

magic and realism, but rather, combines them in a single setting. 

 World-building is the foundation of Fantasy and Science Fiction (SF). 

Supposedly, the term was even coined by SF writers in the early 1970‘s. Creating an 

imagined community that is believable is imperative in convincing readers that the 

impossible is, in fact, possible when confronted with a world that is not familiar. When 

elements of the supernatural are added to an ordinary, urban setting, many world-building 

factors must be addressed. First, the locale must be defined. Generally, in contrast, the 

Fantasy genre uses a setting created by the author that exists in another realm. But with 

Urban Fantasy, the setting mirrors an actual urban location. Once the setting is defined, 

magical elements as well as supernatural entities must be addressed. How did the 

supernatural come to exist? Who holds magic and who does not? And, as the Fantasy 

genre often continues to build worlds over a series of novels, the rules of the created 

community must remain consistent. As Urban Fantasy works to convince the reader that 

the supernatural can feasibly exist with the natural, consistency is imperative in 

sustaining believability.  

As mentioned, Urban Fantasy employs world-building techniques that are 

common in both Fantasy and SF narratives. The Urban Fantasy narrative borrows 

elements from numerous genres1 that employ the supernatural, or, as it is more 

                                                 
1 ―Numerous genres‖ refers to Urban Fantasy‘s literary ties to the larger genres of Gothic, Fantasy, and 
Science Fiction which are discussed in-depth in this chapter. 
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academically termed, ―the fantastic,‖ but tends to invert and manipulate these common 

elements in order to produce a new variant of Fantasy fiction. And yet, if studied from a 

critical viewpoint, using the analyses of well known SF and Fantasy theorists such as 

Tzvetan Todorov, Andrzej Zgorzelski, and Eric Rabkin, it soon becomes clear that Urban 

Fantasy is very different in its use of the fantastic mode as compared to its presumably 

mother genre and namesake, Fantasy. Of the many conventions that constitute the 

fantastic, there are two that are the most important to the analysis of this study: (1) the 

establishment of a mimetic world model within a narrative, and (2) the intrusion into that 

model by the supernatural or Other2 which significantly alters the laws of reality and 

elicits a response of disbelief from the characters of the narrative. In fact, the ―Urban‖ 

portion of the title gives a more accurate description of the genre manipulation of Urban 

Fantasy, not simply in relation to setting, but more so in terms of its use of a mixture of 

constantly evolving fantastic elements. The evolution of familiar fantastic elements not 

only serves as the main factor that differentiates Urban Fantasy from its contributing 

genres, but also aids in its ―adaptive‖ nature. I will argue that Urban Fantasy literature 

eliminates the event of the intrusion within the storyworld, making it knowable only in 

retrospect through the narrator, and presents an ―adaptive‖ rather than ―mimetic‖ world 

model by absorbing the Other into the natural laws of reality instead of treating it as a 

violation. 

Before the elements of the fantastic mode can be thoroughly studied in relation to 

Urban Fantasy, it is important to establish the use of the fantastic as a theoretical concept 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
2 ―Supernatural‖ and ―Other‖ are terms used interchangeably throughout the study to identify the non-
human population. The terms encompass such entities as lycanthropes (shape-shifters), vampires, witches, 
fairies, pixies, elves, zombies, etc. 
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utilized by a genre rather than functioning as a genre itself. Thus, the fantastic is a 

narrative mode that is not genre-specific. And yet, the meaning of the fantastic is often 

ambiguous as it is ―one of those chameleon terms which has been used so many different 

ways by different critics that it must always be explained‖ (Spencer, ―Monstrous 

Regiment‖ 1). Based on the critical opinion I apply in this study, Fantasy and the 

fantastic are not interchangeable terms. Urban Fantasy applies the theoretical concept of 

the fantastic; however, the use of the concept does not signify that Urban Fantasy is a full 

genre in its own right. As stated earlier, due to the label of ―Fantasy,‖ Urban Fantasy can 

be argued as a modal variant of Fantasy, rather than a sub-genre. Andrzej Zgorzelski, 

well-known critic of the fantastic, defines genre as ―a concept of literary history denoting 

a diachronic system which underlies a set of texts‖ (296). Over time, continuity within 

the system is lost and divergent narrative features become manifest. When the 

manifestations reach a point where only returning to the beginning of the evolutionary 

period can produce the original similarities, a genre variant is produced (296). For this 

study, the term genre variant is more definitive than sub-genre which implies close 

similarities to Fantasy; as will be seen, Urban Fantasy has more differences than 

similarities to Fantasy in the use of world-building techniques. Also, Urban Fantasy does 

not take its world-building elements solely from Fantasy, but also relates closely to both 

Science Fiction and Gothic literature, which will be discussed later in the study. With 

conventions taken from more than one genre, it is difficult, at best, to state that Urban 

Fantasy is a sub-genre of any single genre as it could likely fall under numerous genres. 

However, in calling it a modal variant, Urban Fantasy can be connected to Fantasy 
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through its necessary use of the fantastic mode, but still relate to other genres that utilize 

the fantastic in diverse ways as well.  

In discussing how a collection of literature can be a variant of another, it is 

important to start at the beginning. What exactly is a genre in terms of fantastic fiction 

and how does Urban Fantasy relate to this definition? First and foremost, ―genre‖ is a 

term used to describe ―popular fiction‖ rather than ―literary fiction.‖  Popular fiction 

includes categories of Romance, Fantasy, Science Fiction, Mystery, and Horror—all 

works that fit into a specific formula familiar to readers. Authors of popular fiction 

generally write in a single genre, and though they may stand out in the field, do so only in 

relation to the genre in which they write.  Literary fiction, writing by classic authors such 

as Ernest Hemingway, James Joyce, William Faulkner, etc., is often considered the 

opposite of popular fiction.  Unlike popular fiction, literary fiction cannot definitively be 

separated by genre. Though elements of romance or mystery may be present, literary 

fiction is mainly self-contained. A literary author‘s oeuvre would most likely not be 

―glommed,‖3 but rather, savored and read through carefully for its authorial uniqueness.  

Where popular fiction is thought to be generic and formulaic, literary fiction personifies 

individuality.  ―Generic‖ and ―formulaic‖ both have had negative connotations when, in 

fact, popular fiction continues to grow and expand in both literary conventions and 

reception. Although only a small portion of work from popular fiction writers is 

considered critically, those works that are have made a huge impact. Take, for instance, 

Jane Austen or the Brontë sisters, all of whose novels are often considered romance, and 

yet, Wuthering Heights is continuously studied in a classical sense. The same could be 

                                                 
3 Glomming is a term generally associated with popular fiction that means to discover an author and 
immediately buy and read his/her backlist of titles. 
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said for J. R. R. Tolkien, writer of High Fantasy fiction. His Lord of the Rings trilogy 

continues to grow in popularity, despite its publication date, due its intricate plot and 

detail. According to Fantasy author George R. R. Martin, Tolkien was ―the first to create 

a fully realized secondary universe, an entire world with its own geography and histories 

and legends, wholly unconnected to our own, yet somehow just as real‖ (3). As can be 

seen, both popular fiction and literary fiction make important, though diverse, 

contributions to literature as whole. As Ken Gelder explains in his work on popular 

fiction, ―Literature [literary fiction] is intimately connected with life, while popular 

fiction is sensuous: caught up with ‗danger‘ and ‗intrigue.‘ Literature is restrained or 

discrete, popular fiction is excessive, exaggerated. Literature doesn‘t need a story or plot, 

but popular fiction couldn‘t function without one‖ (19). In sum, comparing popular 

fiction and literary fiction is futile when trying to formulate an opinion on which is the 

better literature, but important when defining genre and genre variants.  

According to well-known critic of Fantasy Tzvetan Todorov, ―Genre represents, 

precisely, a structure, a configuration of literary properties, an inventory of 

options…[and] permits us to establish the existence of a certain rule by which the work in 

question—and many others as well—are governed‖ (141).  Todorov‘s definition may 

appear at first to be very limiting in its signification of certain properties and rules, and 

yet, this is actually a positive distinction since Fantasy encompasses such a large 

selection of literature. The ―literary properties‖ of traditional Fantasy fiction refer to, in 

the broadest sense, the genre‘s lack of realism in terms of time, space, and character 

identification.4 Terming a work traditional Fantasy solidifies world-building elements 

                                                 
4 The term ―traditional Fantasy‖ is used to encompass the genre in the broadest and purest sense. A 

traditional Fantasy text takes place in a fictional realm where magic and the supernatural are commonplace.  
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that cannot be mistaken for those of another genre such as SF or Gothic. As defined by 

the Encyclopedia of Fantasy, a definitive Fantasy work employs "a self-coherent 

(internally consistent) setting" (Clute 338) where normative laws of reality do not apply.  

In a narrower sense, the use of the fantastic mode is the defining literary property present 

in Fantasy. Scholar Eric Rabkin states, in his work The Fantastic in Literature, ―the 

fantastic has a place in any narrative genre, but the genre to which the fantastic is 

exhaustively central is the class of narratives we call fantasy‖ (29). And it is in the 

fantastic that the ―certain rule,‖ identified by Todorov as defining a genre, can be 

detected. This rule is the creation of a mimetic world within a text and the violation of 

that world by the Other. 

In order for the elements of the fantastic to assist in world-building, it is 

imperative that a narrative first have an established mimetic world. Without a mimetic 

world, there can be no laws of normative reality to violate by the Other; and without a 

violation, the fantastic cannot function. Andrzej Zgorzelski points to suggestions in the 

beginning of a text that construct ―a fictional world in accordance with the laws 

governing the objective reality‖ (298). These suggestions establish the primary laws of 

the text as ―a mimetic [world] model‖ (298). Zgorzelski goes on to discuss the world of 

the supernatural as well, and names the meeting of the two as a ―textual confrontation of 

two models of reality‖ (298). The two models represent the natural and the supernatural. 

As stated earlier, the mimetic world model plays a pivotal role in the world-

building technique of Urban Fantasy by manipulating, rather than violating, established 

                                                                                                                                                 
Rules, characteristics, and inhabitants of the fictional realm are different than those of our own world. 
There are also many sub-genres of Fantasy, such as epic, heroic, sword and sorcery, and alternate and 
parallel worlds, that have certain varying elements from the traditional Fantasy text. The main concept to 
establish concerning traditional Fantasy and its sub-genres is the genres use of the fantastic mode. 
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laws, and transforming to what I term an ―adaptive‖ world model when confronted by the 

Other. The ―urban‖ setting of the Urban Fantasy novel is a key factor in introducing the 

reader to what appears, at first, to be a mimetic world. Instead of creating a fictional city, 

Urban Fantasy utilizes actual, popular locations with little modification.5 The authentic 

urban locality signifies to the reader that the text will not be traditional Fantasy because 

the setting is actual rather than imagined. It is a place situated in real space and time 

rather than outside the boundaries of reality, which is normally the case for the imagined 

worlds of Fantasy, as well as SF. A solid comparison of the Fantasy setting and the Urban 

Fantasy setting can be seen in the works of Laurell K. Hamilton. Hamilton is one of the 

foremost writers of Urban Fantasy fiction, and her writing serves as the model for many 

aspiring authors of the genre. In 1993, the author began her popular series Anita Blake: 

Vampire Hunter with the novel Guilty Pleasures. The series has continued to grow and is 

considered a forerunner to the Urban Fantasy genre, as it clearly employs the two main 

world-building techniques which I have identified and termed (1) the ―adaptive world 

model,‖ which is a progressive form of the established mimetic world model, and (2) the 

―pre-narrative‖ or ―retrospective‖ breach (which will be discussed later) that are the norm 

for current Urban Fantasy fiction. 6   However, before Hamilton began the series, she 

                                                 
5 As with any set of literature, there are always exceptions. Not every novel termed ―Urban Fantasy‖ 

utilizes an established, real-world setting, especially in relation to earlier novels considered Urban Fantasy. 
An example would be the works of Charles de Lint, who is often considered to be one of the first authors of 
Urban Fantasy. His novels do not mimic a real world setting, but rather, the fictional town of Newford. His 
novels are, in actuality, what de Lint himself termed ―mythic reality.‖ This sub-genre of Fantasy includes 
―tales of ordinary people…who stumble across magic of some kind in their everyday lives‖ (Herald 199).  
In an Urban Fantasy text, magic is not stumbled upon by a character, but rather, is forced upon him or her 
due to the intrusion and permanence of the Other. The creative differences in setting are discussed more in-
depth in chapter two. However, it can feasibly be stated that the authentic urban setting applies to the large 
majority 
 
6 Laurell K. Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series is a prime example of the shifting boundaries of Urban Fantasy. 
The series employs even more genres than the typical Urban Fantasy novel. Generally, the recognizable 
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wrote two traditional Fantasy novels that fall under the sub-genre of sword and sorcery. 

This type of novel features ―muscular heroes in violent conflict with a variety of villains, 

chiefly wizards, witches, evil spirits and other creatures whose powers are—unlike the 

hero‘s—supernatural in origin‖ (Clute 701). Sword and sorcery also focuses more on 

personal rather than world-altering battles. In a recent interview with Writer's Digest, 

Hamilton is called "a genre writer to the core" who was "writing fantasy when fantasy 

wasn't cool" (Hamilton, ―Genre Bender‖ 45). When asked about her early writing, the 

author describes her first book, Nightseer, as "Tolkien meets Robert E. Howard" (45).7  

She penned another Fantasy novel in 1995, titled Death of a Darklord, which was part of 

a multi-author series under the heading Ravenloft the Covenant, written for the popular 

fantasy role playing game Dungeons and Dragons.8  Both Nightseer and Death of a 

Darklord present elements of the fantastic, such as magic and the paranormal9; however, 

this does not definitively categorize either text as traditional Fantasy since both magical 

and paranormal themes are conventions of the fantastic and therefore identifiable in 

Urban Fantasy as well. It is when the setting, or location, of each novel is revealed that 

the precise mode of the genre narrative is also revealed.  

                                                                                                                                                 
genre contributions come from Fantasy, Science Fiction, and Gothic. Hamilton‘s fiction also incorporates 

hard-boiled detective fiction and Horror.  
 
7 Writer Robert Ervin Howard (1906-1936) is best known for creating the sword and sorcery sub-genre of 
Fantasy and for founding the pulp magazine Weird Tales. Although he wrote fiction ranging from horror to 
westerns to detective fiction, he is best known for his Fantasy works and his creation of the popular 
character Conan the Cimmerian (Conan the Barbarian). 
 
8 The traditional Fantasy nature of the series is also demonstrated through the other authors, besides 
Hamilton, that were contracted: Christie Golden (Vampire of the Mists), P.N. Elrod (I, Strahd: The 

Memoirs of a Vampire), Andria Cardarelle (To Sleep With Evil), Elaine Bergstrom (Tapestry of Dark 

Souls), and Tanya Huff (Scholar of Decay). 
 
9 Paranormal is also interchangeable with the terms supernatural and Other, which signify non-humans, as 
well as unexplainable abilities and actions. 
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In Death of a Darklord, the first chapter introduces the bard Calum Songmaster. 

Although bard is not a common profession in the present age, it would not be uncommon 

in a historical text, which Fantasy often mirrors in setting and mannerisms. As Nickianne 

Moody discusses in an article examining the popularity of Fantasy fiction (which 

includes SF)  in the market-place, ―a growing number of books are using medieval 

backgrounds, and conform to…an image which is part of the accumulating fantasy of a 

quasi-medieval period‖ (187). The same type of historical content can be seen in the 

various characters‘ clothing of robes and tunics, accented by swords and shields. 

However, Calum Songmaster‘s location is later identified as "the land of Kartakass" 

(Hamilton, Death 1). Kartakass is not a city, state, or country that is recognizable to the 

reader. Also, using the term "land" to describe location signifies a setting that is not 

placeable in normal time and space. The land of Kartakass represents a non-mimetic 

world model, which is another term for the "self-coherent (internally consistent) setting" 

defined earlier from The Encyclopedia of Fantasy (Clute 338). Similar signifiers of the 

historical novel are apparent early in Nightseer as well, through descriptions of castles, 

medieval clothing, and character titles such as "Elwine the Gentle"; but again, a fictional 

plane becomes clear in the naming of the narrative location as "Astrantha," a country with 

three moons (Hamilton, Nightseer 16). Like the land of Kartakass, Astrantha is not a real 

location, nor would it be normal to a mimetic world model to have three moons because, 

although Urban Fantasy introduces supernatural elements into an originally mimetic 

world model, it does not modify the natural make-up of the model; time and space remain 

the same with only the accepted reality of the non-human population challenging the 

belief system and causing modular adaptation.  
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The stark contrast between world models in Fantasy and Urban Fantasy can be 

seen in the locality of Hamilton's Anita Blake series, which I identified earlier as an 

Urban Fantasy originator. There are no imagined lands or castles, only the present day 

city of St. Louis, Missouri. In using St. Louis as a setting, Hamilton mirrors the authentic 

location, describing actual streets, landmarks, and surrounding landscapes. There are, of 

course, narrative liberties taken for plot purposes, like in any fiction novel, but at first 

glance, the genuine urban setting hints at a mimetic world model, not the non-mimetic, 

self-coherent model the Fantasy label implies. New York, New Orleans, and Las Vegas 

tend to be the most popular Urban Fantasy narrative locations, which is not surprising 

given each city‘s reputation as a mecca of activity where no crime is unthinkable and the 

dark and gritty nightlife is an attractive lure. Some Urban Fantasy narratives also employ 

surprisingly commonplace locations that do not have the same sinister connotations as the 

previous three, such as Denver, Colorado, the setting for Carrie Vaughn‘s Kitty Norville 

series; Cincinnati, Ohio, in Kim Harrison‘s Hallows series, and Bon Temps, Louisiana, 

for Charlaine Harris‘s Southern Vampire novels.  

Popular city or not, the mimetic location of Urban Fantasy tends to be a very close 

facsimile of the original location or, at least in the beginning. There is an anomaly to the 

natural order—the violation that must occur in order to facilitate the confrontation of the 

two models (the natural and the supernatural), necessary to the fantastic mode. Different 

critics of the fantastic define the violation in various ways. Tzvetan Todorov identifies 

the violation, or intrusion, as a ―hesitation experienced by a person who knows only the 

laws of nature, confronting an apparently supernatural event‖ (25).   Eric Rabkin 

describes it as a forced 180-degree reversal in the ground rules of a narrative, determined 
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by those ground rules, ―when prevailing perspectives are directly contradicted‖ (12-15). 

This definition refers more to the violation of the textual laws, or laws of nature, which 

occur after the intrusion, rather than character reactions to the intrusion, as in Todorov.  

But Rabkin does address Todorov‘s ―hesitation,‖ explaining that the surprise of a 

character ―caught in a fantastic occurrence‖ signals the ―recognition scene‖ (17), the 

initial experience of the reality of the supernatural. Both definitions are certainly 

adequate in addressing the violation of the Other, but Andrzej Zgorzelski‘s interpretation 

of the intrusion as a ―breach‖ is more definitive in relation to the definition of Urban 

Fantasy I have formulated for this study. Zgorzelski states: 

The fantastic consists in the breaching of the internal laws which are initially 
assumed in the text to govern the fictional world. The establishment of these laws 
always constitutes meta-textual information about the genre convention that is to 
be employed in the given text: each of the traditional genres has its own device 
for opening the text and for suggesting the basic laws of the fictional world. (298) 
 

The ―internal laws‖ Zgorzelski identifies are those of the previously-established mimetic 

world model. In the beginning of a work employing the fantastic mode, these laws should 

be concrete and a breach comes as unexpected and unnatural.  If a breach occurs, the 

characters or narrator of the story experience emotions of ―astonishment, surprise, fear, 

awe, [and] disbelief‖ (298), or, referring back to Todorov and Rabkin, hesitation or 

recognition. A solid example of this occurrence can be seen in Gothic fiction, where the 

breach is an established genre feature. In her work Gothic and the Comic Turn, Avril 

Horner defines the Gothic as mainly concerned with ―boundaries and their instabilities‖ 

(1). In the case of the breach, these boundaries would constitute the natural/supernatural 

or the real/unreal. Horner goes on to explain that the Gothic text deliberately exploits the 

―fear of the ‗Other‘‖ and promotes a good versus evil environment that can be resolved 
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only through ―the clear re-establishment of acceptable boundaries‖ (1). However, for the 

fantastic mode to manifest in the Gothic, the fear of the Other must turn into actual 

intrusion. Some form of the supernatural must invade the established mimetic world 

model. According to Kathleen Spencer, a scholar of the Urban Gothic, once the 

characters of a Gothic novel experience the invasion, they ―must abandon the familiar 

laws as inapplicable, and must…learn an alternate set of laws‖ (―Victorian‖ 91).  

Herein lies the variance in Urban Fantasy‘s use of the fantastic mode as opposed 

to its expected use in Gothic or inherent use in Fantasy.10 The Gothic text can employ the 

breach at any point in the novel, and thereafter, the threat of being breached again always 

remains (Horner 2). The supernatural threat is never eliminated because it is not 

understood or accepted by the natural world of the mimetic model. In contrast, in 

Fantasy, the non-mimetic world model allows for acceptance of the Other because there 

are no established laws mirroring those of the natural world, only the self-contained laws 

of the storyworld which can include the Other as an accepted convention. However, the 

breach in Urban Fantasy occurs before the opening of the text, meaning it is explained in 

retrospect by the narrator. This is what I identified earlier as one of the main world-

building techniques of Urban Fantasy and termed the ―pre-narrative‖ or ―retrospective‖ 

breach. When the narrative begins, the Other has already been experienced by the 

characters and integrated into the laws of reality, rather than forcing the production of 

alternate laws. What would originally have been a confrontation of two models (natural 

                                                 
10 Fantasy has been identified as not being comprised of a mimetic world, but rather an internally self-
coherent world on a separate, fictional plane. As Lucie Armitt explains in Fantasy Fiction, the Fantasy 
genre ―deals in enclosed worlds‖ (7).  Although the fantastic is always present in Fantasy, due to the non-
mimetic world model, the genres textual rules cannot be compared to those of Urban Fantasy because there 
is no contemporary realistic setting. 
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and supernatural), has now become a melding of the two and the laws of the mimetic 

world have adapted to the violation, thereby producing what I describe as a unique 

adaptive world model. Unlike in the Gothic, in Urban Fantasy the continued fear of 

intrusion by the Other no longer remains because it has been incorporated into the world 

model.  Moreover, this also does not mirror that of the self-inherent world of Fantasy 

because the incorporation of the Other was never considered natural or normal.  

 Laurell K. Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series, discussed earlier in relation to the 

conventional urban setting, gives one of the clearest examples of Urban Fantasy‘s 

adaptive world model following the pre-narrative breach.  In the opening chapter of 

Guilty Pleasures, the first volume of the series, Anita Blake, the protagonist, is having a 

conference with a vampire who wants to become a client with her firm, Animators Inc. 

She has no reaction of surprise, disbelief, or horror at the prospect of a vampire sitting in 

her office, as would normally be the case with a text employing the fantastic mode. The 

supernatural live and work right alongside the natural, human population. This scenario at 

first appears to be traditional Fantasy, as the vampire is assumed to be natural to the 

world model rather than something that has invaded without understanding or acceptance. 

Also, the reader is not yet privy to the mimetic, urban location of the storyworld, and 

therefore could assume the meeting is happening in a world other than our own. 

However, it is the explanation of how the arrangement came to be that negates the 

assumption that the novel constitutes traditional Fantasy. To Anita, nothing is out of the 

ordinary because, according to the narrative world of the series, vampires have existed 

for thousands of years. This fact signifies that there was a pre-narrative breach at some 

point that the reader is not yet aware of. Logically, vampires are fantastical creatures and 
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cannot exist in a mimetic world model, hence the association with Fantasy; but no matter 

how long the supernatural has been in existence, in Urban Fantasy it still must follow the 

laws of the normative world rather than be naturally accepted into the enclosed, non-

mimetic world model of Fantasy. This is made clear when Anita explains that in the 

beginning, vampires preyed on humans and were in turn preyed on by vampire hunters. 

But, as of the past two years, the vampires have gained civil rights. A landmark court 

case, Addison v. Clark, defined ―what life was, and what death wasn‘t‖ and made 

vampirism legal in the United States (Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 3). Due to this 

unnatural and unprecedented recognition of the violation, all types of logical problems 

surface: ―Did heirs have to give back their inheritance? Were you widowed if your 

spouse became undead? Was it murder to slay a vampire?‖ (3). There is even a problem 

with voting rights and illegal immigration because the court case only applied to the 

United States. Each issue that arises forces the laws of the natural world, and what would 

originally have been a mimetic world model, to adapt to the non-human element.  

A similar situation occurs in Carrie Vaughn‘s Kitty Norville series. The 

protagonist, radio DJ Kitty Norville, is a lycanthrope11 and describes her nature as a 

―chronic, life-altering disease that has no cure‖ (32). Unlike the vampires in the Anita 

Blake series, lycanthropes have not yet officially been revealed, but make themselves 

known to the public by the end of the first novel, Kitty and the Midnight Hour. However, 

the problems of the unnatural in a natural world are still concerns of the supernatural 

                                                 
11 Lycanthropy is the ability to shift back and forth from human to animal. Generally, the term applies to 
the wolf (werewolf), but it can include shifting to other animals as well. Kitty Norville shape-shifts to a 
wolf and later novels in the series introduce a werejaguar; Sam Merlotte in Harris‘s Dead Until Dark 
shape-shifts to a collie; Laurell Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series includes shape-shifters ranging from 
wererats, to weresnakes and werehyenas. 
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population. Kitty fields questions on her radio show concerned with the species going 

public, closely mirroring those of the vampires in Hamilton‘s Guilty Pleasures. For 

example, if lycanthropy is a disease, as Kitty claims, and lycanthropes were revealed to 

the normal population, would victims be included in the American‘s with Disabilities Act 

(13)? In a conventional mimetic world model, there would be no issues concerning the 

appropriate laws and procedures for dealing with supernatural beings. However, Urban 

Fantasy brings the problems to the forefront and moves away from the mimetic to the 

adaptive world model in order to address important issues that would logically arise in 

such a setting.  

Charlaine Harris‘s Southern Vampire novels follow an equivalent archetype of the 

shift from mimetic world model to adaptive world model when confronted with the 

fantastic. The novels are set in Bon Temps, Louisiana, just outside of Shreveport, and 

revolve around waitress Sookie Stackhouse. As I identified in Laurell K. Hamilton‘s 

Anita Blake narratives, the world-building elements in Harris‘s novels also revolve 

around a pre-narrative breach. In the opening line of Dead Until Dark, the first book of 

the series, the character-narrator Sookie states, "I'd been waiting for the vampire for years 

when he walked into the bar‖ (Harris 1). From the outset, the Other is present but does 

not elicit the expected response from the narrator. Where Anita Blake is complacent in 

her interaction with the supernatural because she has grown accustomed to the non-

humans, Sookie is excited. Sookie goes on to justify her reaction, explaining that 

vampires only ―came out of the coffin‖ four years earlier and are now ―legally recognized 

undead‖ (1). Sookie‘s anticipation stems from the fact that she is in a rural, rather than 

urban, area, and therefore Bon Temps is not a ―popular destination‖ for the undead 
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community. This is an anomaly for Urban Fantasy but is rectified by the fact that a large 

portion of the narrative (including consecutive novels in the series) takes place in 

Shreveport, an urban location of close proximity to Bon Temps where the supernatural 

abounds. The retrospective recognition of the breach is slightly different as well, when 

compared to the textual rules set by Laurell Hamilton‘s series. Rather than the 

supernatural being present for thousands of years, recognized by humans but living 

outside the law, the vampires of Harris‘s novel have just made themselves known to the 

normal population, which is the typical world-building construction for Urban Fantasy. 

Before the revelation four years previous to the narrative time frame of Dead Until Dark, 

vampires were myth and imagination. After the breach, they were adapted into the 

initially mimetic world model. The new adaptive world model mirrors many of the 

problems identified in the Anita Blake series when the natural and the supernatural strive 

to cohabitate within the natural laws of reality. One such problem is how to keep the 

newest undead citizens from sustaining themselves on human blood, which has always 

been their practice but is now illegal within the normative system. The solution—bottled 

synthetic blood, labeled True Blood, engineered by the Japanese that comes in different 

flavors such as O negative and B positive. But, as the breached narrative world is still 

struggling to adapt to the vampiric intrusion, the solution is problematic at times. 

Although the synthetic blood keeps vampires nutritionally sustained, it does not 

completely satisfy their hunger. And due to this insufficiency, there are still ―unfortunate 

incidents,‖ which, according to Sookie, is ―the vampire euphemism for the bloody 

slaying of a human‖ (4). There is also another adaptation problem which reflects 

negatively on the human rather than the supernatural population. According the Harris‘s 
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narrative world, ―vampire draining‖ has become a lucrative black market business 

because vampire blood temporarily relieves ―symptoms of illness and increase[s] sexual 

potency‖ (5). Undiluted vampire blood has been the ―drug of choice‖ for the past two 

years and has resulted in numerous vampire killings. Although the newly dead are the 

ones considered to be the ―monsters,‖ they are still preyed upon by humans because of 

their unique abilities. Fascination with the unknown, as well as the possibility of 

exploitation, can bring out the ―monster‖ in anyone, not just the supernatural. This is a 

common world-building technique in Urban Fantasy narratives and serves to strengthen 

the adaptive world model because it reflects the difficulties and dangers for both the 

natural and the supernatural populations—showing that neither is necessarily the weaker 

faction.  

Although the majority of Urban Fantasy narratives use the convention of the pre-

narrative breach, there are still creative differences in each series that not only set them 

apart, but also function to steadily build a strong, believable narrative world as a series 

progresses. For example, In Laurell Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series, both vampires and 

lycanthropes have publicly revealed themselves and have agreed to follow the established 

laws of the natural world; in Charlaine Harris‘s Southern Vampire novels, only the 

vampires have made themselves known, despite the fact that there are other supernatural 

creatures present but hiding their true nature. Due to this fact, it is not surprising that the 

human population in Harris‘s world is able to prey on the vampires (referring back to the 

popularity of ―blood draining‖) as there are significantly less non-humans; plus, the 

supernatural population is still experiencing a degree of bias due to its new public status 

and mysterious origins.  
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Creative variations are also identifiable in Kim Harrison‘s Hallows series—the 

―population discrepancy‖ issue takes an opposite position, in favor of the supernatural. 

Featuring bounty hunter Rachel Morgan, the series is set in Cincinnati, Ohio, 

approximately forty years after the pre-narrative breach. The first novel of the series, 

Dead Witch Walking, explains how a quarter of humanity has been annihilated by a 

mutated virus. The third world countries ―were decimated in a frightening three weeks, 

and the U.S. shut down in four‖ (Harrison 36). Civilization only ―remained intact‖ 

because the majority of the supernatural population, or ―Inderlanders‖
12 as they are 

named in the series, was either resistant to the virus or only experienced flu-like 

symptoms (36). By the time the virus was eradicated, the population of various 

Inderlander species rivaled that of humanity.  Due to their near-superior numbers, the 

Inderlanders decided to make themselves known to the human population, which became 

the historical day known as ―The Turn.‖ As Rachel, the character-narrator, describes it, 

―The Turn…began at noon with a single pixy. It ended at midnight with humanity 

huddling under the table, trying to come to grips with the fact that they‘d been living 

beside witches, vampires, and Weres since before the pyramids‖ (38).  

The intrusion of the mimetic world model by the Other and the characters‘ 

reactions are, again, a typical convention of the fantastic mode, but as the breach appears 

in retrospect, the reader is only told about the event and not privy to the actual inception. 

As with the aforementioned Urban Fantasy novels, once the reader enters the narrative 

world of Dead Witch Walking, the adaptive world model has already replaced the pre-

narrative mimetic world model. However, unlike Laurell Hamilton‘s and Carrie 

                                                 
12 The term ―Inderlander‖ entails the same species defined for the supernatural – vamps, witches, fairies, 
pixies, trolls, elves, lycanthropes, etc.  
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Vaughn‘s narrative worlds, where the supernatural population is the minority and have 

only recently (and reluctantly) made themselves known, Harrison‘s supernatural entities, 

or Inderlanders, have been adjusting for forty years and literally rival the natural 

population. The humans, in reaction to their numbers being almost equal to those of the 

non-humans, have mass migrated deep into the city of Cincinnati, leaving the outskirts to 

the newly recognized Inderlander population. The namesake of the series, the Hollows, is 

a community across the river bordering Kentucky, and the home to a majority of the 

supernatural population. Few humans live or venture into the Hollows out of fear of the 

unknown; they treat Inderlander neighborhoods like ―pre-Turn ghettoes‖ (59).  The 

negative character reactions in the adaptive world model are quite different than those in 

the Southern Vampire novels, as the human population now live in fear rather than awe of 

the supernatural. The humans do not willingly work with the Inderlanders as Anita does 

with the vampires in Guilty Pleasures, nor do they anticipate interaction with them out of 

curiosity or actively hunt them for their supernatural abilities, as in Dead Until Dark.  

The Inderlanders in Dead Witch Walking are very aware of their superior, as well as 

threatening, status. So much so that the humans who do dare to venture into the Hollows 

are tagged by the Inderlanders as ―day-trippers‖ or ―snacks‖ because once the sun goes 

down they quickly return to their side of the river in fear of the ―monsters‖ just waking 

for the day. 

Aside from the human population‘s mass migration and grudging acceptance of 

the supernatural, the adaptive world model of the Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series, 

compared to the other Urban Fantasy narratives discussed, still struggles to accommodate 

the various Inderlander species, despite the forty year span since The Turn.  Throughout 
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most of Urban Fantasy literature, the adaptive world model is constantly expanding, 

generally in consecutive novels of a series, to include new, logical problems that arise—a 

trait that mirrors that of a mimetic world model in terms of an ever-evolving population, 

but differs in that a society accepting the supernatural must form new laws or amend old 

ones to accommodate the previously unknown or recently revealed. In Dead Witch 

Walking, narrator Rachel Morgan explains that ―the first years after the Turn were a 

madhouse‖ (Harrison 39), and the following years were spent mainly in working out 

policing agents. The human population replaced the local law enforcement with The 

Federal Inderland Bureau (FIB) in order to include policing of the supernatural, and in 

turn, the supernatural population created Inderland Security (I.S.) to police their own. 

 Within the time frame of the narrative, both agencies are still adapting to 

determine what exactly needs to be policed in terms of the Inderlander population. As 

mentioned, Rachel Morgan is a bounty hunter, working for the I.S., and must deal with 

apprehensions such as witches with no license or practitioners of the black arts, 

werewolves for ―wereing outside a full moon,‖ gravediggers for gathering and charming 

organs to sell on the black market, and leprechauns for tax evasion (i.e. fabrication of a 

rainbow without filing the appropriate forms and failure to report the income of said 

rainbow) (1, 6, 19). The FIB, on the other hand, is only called when there is definite 

human involvement in a crime. If a case strictly involves the supernatural, they are not 

equipped physically or mentally (not having the same knowledge of various Inderlander 

species as the Inderlanders themselves) to deal with a situation. However, despite the 

spoken and unspoken guidelines of which unit deals with which problems, the FIB and 

the I.S. are in constant competition to prove which the rightful agency is to police both 
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populations. Throughout the novels in the series, the struggle continues as the adaptive 

world model evolves and accepts new natural and supernatural invasions to the laws of 

the initially mimetic world model. 

Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series, as well as Laurell K. Hamilton‘s Anita Blake 

series and Charlaine Harris‘s Southern Vampire novels, serve as solid examples of the 

adaptive nature of Urban Fantasy, as discussed in relation to the non-mimetic world 

model of Fantasy. In melding the supernatural and the natural, Urban Fantasy is able to 

stray from its Fantasy roots in order to build an entirely new adaptive world model that 

separates it from other genres of the fantastic. According to Zgorzelski, ―When a new 

genre is born, it is often diametrically opposed not only to its own immediate tradition, 

but also to the rest of the previously accepted genre hierarchy—or at least to some part of 

it‖ (297). Although not new in the sense that Fantasy ultimately serves as its ―genre 

hierarchy,‖ I would argue that Urban Fantasy is new in its inventive use of the fantastic 

mode. However, inventive use does not necessarily equal what Zgorzelski terms 

―opposition.‖ Urban Fantasy is not opposed to the fantastic mode, but rather takes the 

reigning element of the breach and displaces it in the timeline of a text, as seen in Guilty 

Pleasures, Dead Until Dark, and Dead Witch Walking. Simply displacing an element 

does not negate the element. Instead, Urban Fantasy uses the retrospective breach and its 

resulting adaptive world model to stray from the normal conventions of the fantastic 

mode and its common use in Fantasy (and Gothic) literature. This manifestation of a 

varying fantastic mode situates Urban Fantasy in the category of Zgorzelski‘s genre 

variant, discussed earlier, due to its disruption in the systematic continuity of Fantasy 

conventions.  
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Returning to the discussion of genre variants, it is also important to examine 

Urban Fantasy in relation to another dominant genre from which it also borrows 

variables, and at times closely resembles—Science Fiction (SF). Urban Fantasy can often 

be found alongside SF in the bookstores because the adaptive world model and 

convincing reality of the literature often appears to mirror SF conventions more closely 

than those of Fantasy. This is not surprising because SF uses a non-mimetic world model 

similar to that of Fantasy, with the exception of giving the reader scientific rather than 

fantastic explanations for the unexplainable. The detailed definition that I have provided 

for the pre-narrative, or retrospective, breach within an Urban Fantasy text are at times 

comparable to the extensive, and often realistic, scientific explanations given in SF to 

justify the non-mimetic world model as well as gain the reader‘s acceptance of that 

model. Returning to the example of ―The Turn‖ in Kim Harrison‘s Dead Witch Walking, 

this parallel can be seen in the detailed explanation given for the virus that infects 

humanity and forces the Inderlanders to reveal themselves to the human population. The 

language of the explanation even feels out of place in comparison to the whole of the text 

and reads more closely to the language of a SF text: 

Somewhere in the cold Arctic labs, a lethal chain of DNA escaped… [and] 

mutated. It attached itself to a bioengineered tomato through a weak spot in its 
modified DNA that the researchers thought too miniscule to worry about. The 
tomato was officially known as the T4 Angel tomato—its lab identification—and 
from there came the virus‘s name, Angel. (Harrison 38) 
 

Specific references to DNA, bioengineering, or other high technology terms are not 

common for a Fantasy text, as most non-human elements are explained through magic or 

mythology. In a recent Romantic Times article discussing the differences between 
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Science Fiction and Fantasy, SF author John Scalzi provides a working scenario to 

identify the contrast: 

You walk up to the main character of the story in question and say: ‗Hey! Main 

character! That deus ex machina doodad you have on your belt, does it have a 
battery?‘ If he says ‗Why yes, there‘s a tiny nuclear fuel cell in there that will 

power this baby for 10,000 planetary revolutions,‘ then you‘ve got science fiction. 

If he says, ‗Of course not, it was forged in the eternal flames of Mount (insert 
typewriter spasm here) by the dwarves who serve the elder and/or fallen god 
(insert another typewriter spasm here) and holds captive his immortal soul‘ or 

some such, that‘s fantasy. (Levy, ―Sci-Fi‖ 24) 
 

Although not a technical definition of each of the two genres, in terms of simplicity and 

understandability, Scalzi‘s mock scenario works well to identify the main literary 

technique (purportedly scientific explanation) that separates SF and Fantasy. 

Returning to how Urban Fantasy relates to SF, although it does, at times, blur the 

lines between Fantasy and SF, the amount of scientific language given in Dead Witch 

Walking is not all that common. In certain cases, an explanation is given for the 

supernatural‘s invasion of the mimetic world, or even for a certain creature‘s existence, 

but the explanation is generally more for the solace of the human population rather than 

scientific fact. The supernatural creatures are able to manipulate attitudes and reactions 

by explaining their existence through science and therefore appear more human to the 

natural population. In Charlaine Harris‘s Dead Until Dark, the ―politically correct 

theory‖ the vampires support to explain their existence is a virus that leaves a person 

dead for a short amount of time and after he or she awakes, an allergy to sunlight, silver, 

and garlic has developed (2). Although mildly feasible, the theory is just that, a theory, 

and has no proven backing. Again, it is simply developed by the vampires to make the 

humans more accepting and susceptible to their new status. Also, Sookie, the protagonist 

of Dead Until Dark, points out that the explanation changes at times ―depending on the 
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newspaper you read‖ (2). Here, the wording alludes to newspapers that are most likely 

not to be taken seriously, such as the Wide World News in Carrie Vaughn‘s Kitty Norville 

series. The day after Kitty reveals herself to be a lycanthrope, the headline for the tabloid 

reads ―Following Kitty Norville‘s Lead, Dozens of Vampire and Werewolf Celebrities 

Confess!‖ (Vaughn, Midnight Hour 98). The publication is the equivalent of a shock 

tabloid whose publishers only care about selling papers, not about the truth. In the second 

novel of the series, Kitty Goes to Washington, Kitty calls the Wide World News a ―rag‖ 

that she plans to stop reading entirely after viewing the headline ―Are Vampires 

Controlling the Senate?‖ as well as a story claiming her radio show broadcast ―secret-

mind control signals that caused teenagers to join satanic cults and run up huge debts on 

their parents‘ credit cards‖ (Vaughn, Washington 101). 

In Dead Until Dark, Sookie eventually comes to realize the truth of the scientific 

publicity. Towards the end of the novel, she understands the manipulative function 

behind the vampiric virus explanation when she finds out her boss, Sam Merlotte, is a 

lycanthrope. She actually shows the expected reaction of shock and disbelief when 

confronted with the fantastic, which is not surprising since vampires are the only 

supernatural species that have publicly revealed themselves when the series begins. When 

Sam asks Sookie why she can handle the existences of vampires but not his ―condition,‖ 

she replies that what he is ―can‘t be explained by a virus‖ (Harris 225). But after she 

takes a moment to think over her initial response, she finally comes to terms with the fact 

that the supernatural is, indeed, real, and vampires are not simply victims of a virus. She 

exclaims that it is ―so much bullshit the vampires are spreading around, propaganda, you 

might say…so they can be more easily accepted, as sufferers from a terrible disease‖ 
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(224). If this is the case, and the reader is not meant to take the scientific explanation 

seriously, then the existence of the supernatural in terms of Urban Fantasy relates back to 

the fantastic rather than science.  

In ways such as this, Urban Fantasy differs from SF, despite thematic similarities. 

The supernatural cannot be explained away through scientific language or theories, 

although this tends to be the first reaction to the supernatural in a number of Urban 

Fantasy narratives. The first response is disbelief, then an attempt at scientific 

explanation because the human population is not ready to accept myth and magic as a 

real possibility. The same scenario plays out later in the Kitty Norville series.  After Kitty 

reveals the lycanthropes and other supernatural creatures in book one of the series, 

scientists begin to study how the condition is possible and establish their research at the 

Center for the Study of Paranatural Biology. In Kitty Goes to Washington (book two), a 

senate hearing is called to investigate the center and its research. Dr. Paul Fleming, head 

of the center, and other experts, give numerous testimonies to associate the supernatural 

population with science rather than mythology. For example, when Fleming is asked to 

explain vampires, he states, ―These are patients exhibiting certain physiological 

characteristics such as an amplified immune system, pronounced canines, a propensity 

for hemophagia, sever solar urticaria—‖ (Vaughn, Washington 83). The senate eventually 

recommends that the center be dissolved and the research continue under the National 

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (305). Although the narrative world of the 

series has adapted to the reality of unexplained creatures, the natural population is still 

seeking a plausible rather than supernatural explanation. Such attempts to rationalize the 
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unknown rather than accept the fantastic again align Urban Fantasy more closely to SF 

rather than Fantasy. 

The thematic similarities between SF and Urban Fantasy are actually surprising, if 

looked at from a critical perspective, because SF actually rejects rather than employs the 

fantastic. As Zgorzelski explains, ―The first historical convention of SF is that of a genre 

devoid of the fantastic, of a genre that is functionally opposed to the primary genre 

conventions of the mimetic tradition and to the secondary genre conventions of ‗fantastic‘ 

literature‖ (299). Examining Zgorzelski‘s description of SF in relation to the mimetic 

world model, it becomes clear that Urban Fantasy has, to a certain extent, been 

influenced by the unification of the two models of reality (the natural and the 

supernatural). Making the fantastic ―ordinary‖ by eliminating the breach and absorbing 

the fantastic elements into the laws of the given reality of a text appears to align more 

closely with the non-mimetic world model of SF rather than that of Fantasy. However, on 

closer study, this is not true. Although Urban Fantasy eliminates the breach within the 

action of the storyworld, it still remains in the narrative past of the novel. The characters 

have to experience the breach in order for the adaptive world model to form and function. 

The fact that the reader is not present during the experience, but must hear it in retrospect, 

does not eliminate the breach. In comparison to SF, Urban Fantasy creates an adapted 

reality from the mimetic world rather than an entirely new reality. The mimetic world 

still exists, but it has now incorporated the supernatural elements and instead of changing 

the laws of the normal world, the laws are added to and adjusted to accommodate the 

supernatural invasion.  
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In SF, there is no accommodation of the supernatural, but rather, it is already a 

part of the narrative world from the beginning of a text. There is no breach or period of 

acceptance and integration. Eric Rabkin explains that ―a good work of science fiction 

makes one and only one assumption about its narrative world that violates our knowledge 

about our own world and then extrapolates the whole narrative world from that 

difference‖ (121).  This definition appears to connect SF once again to Urban Fantasy, 

despite the arguments I have given against the relationship. The acceptance of the Other 

could serve as the violation, but, the Other would signify the fantastic, which SF does not 

employ, and which therefore once again negates the assumption of a relationship between 

the non-mimetic world model of SF and the adaptive world model of Urban Fantasy. In 

an adaptive world model the supernatural conforms to the natural world whereas it 

sustains the non-mimetic world of SF. Kathleen Spencer explains the difference well in 

her work concerning the Victorian Urban Gothic, which has been discussed as a 

predecessor to Urban Fantasy: ―The readers of the fantastic…while they must accept that 

the remarkable occurrences are actually happening, should never come to regard those 

events as normal or ordinary. The terror of seeing the laws of reality violated is the 

keynote of the genre‖ (―Victorian‖ 89). As I discussed earlier, the terror of realization 

may not be given to the reader first-hand in Urban Fantasy, as it is in traditional Gothic 

literature, but it still existed at an earlier point in a text when the pre-narrative breach 

occurred. The current narrative world is probable to the reader, but only became so after a 

period of acceptance by the characters that the reader is only privy to in retrospect. The 

non-mimetic world model of SF and Fantasy, in contrast, makes considerable efforts ―not 

towards making this world [of a text] probable, but towards making it ordinary; not 
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towards justifying the appearance of improbable events, characters or elements of the 

setting but rather towards making it appear normal, everyday-like with the suggested laws 

of the given reality‖ (Zgorzelski 299). And herein, with the comparison of the acceptance 

of the fantastic as opposed to the omission of the fantastic through normality, we can see, 

once again, that Urban Fantasy is quite different from SF, no matter the supposed 

similarities, just as it is quite different from traditional Fantasy.  Urban Fantasy never 

attempts to make the supernatural normal. In fact, it struggles to highlight the 

abnormality of humans and non-humans living together in a realistic world setting and 

identify the problems in adapting to such an unnatural situation.  It is important to 

establish both the similarities and differences of Urban Fantasy in relation to its 

contributing genres in order to establish exactly why I have labeled it a genre variant.  

Summing up the unique world-building elements of Urban Fantasy I have 

discussed, the reasons for categorizing it as a genre variant can now be more clearly 

defined. Moving back to the critical view of Zgorzelski, the textual examples I have 

provided from Urban Fantasy literature match the decisive factors he identifies as 

constituting the appearance of a new genre convention. Zgorzelski explains one of these 

factors as ―the new structural changes within the texts themselves (the text being the 

main object of my study) that establish the opposition of a new structure to the accepted 

genre conventions‖ (301). The new structural changes refer back to the elimination of the 

breach within a text as well as the elimination of character reactions to the expected 

breach within the text; both of which are in direct opposition to the accepted genre 

conventions utilizing the fantastic mode. Zgorzelski‘s second factor is ―the readers’ 

recognition of both the changes [the elimination of the breach and the reaction to it] and 
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the ‗antithetical relationship‘ of them to the tradition‖ (301).  Here, the reference in 

Urban Fantasy would be to the readers‘ acceptance of an adaptive world model that does 

not change the laws of a storyworld, but instead, expands them to accept various 

supernatural entities. Society‘s lack of shock and horror to the newly integrated Other 

serves as the antithetical relationship, in the case of the fantastic, as the reaction of the 

human population, within the time frame of the narrative, is opposite than what is 

expected when employing the fantastic mode. As can be seen, Urban Fantasy meets the 

requirements specified to achieve genre variant status through its inverse use of the 

fantastic as well as through the readers‘ acceptance of the newly formed adaptive world 

model resulting from that use. 

In order to examine Urban Fantasy‘s genre variant status in relation to multiple 

genres, it is important to once again consider Todorov‘s views on genre identification. He 

states, ―We may ask how valid a definition of a genre may be if it permits a work to 

‗change genre‘ by a simple sentence‖ (42). Urban Fantasy manipulates, rather than 

changes, genre, not through a simple sentence, but on a much larger scale through an 

entire convention—the breach. If the breach did not occur before the beginning of an 

Urban Fantasy text, there would be no acceptance of the supernatural and therefore no 

adaptive world model to replace the mimetic world model. Without this, if a character 

experienced the supernatural within the storyworld, then a hesitation would have to occur 

since the Other would disrupt the laws of the natural world. With the occurrence of this 

hesitation, the classification of the text would no longer be Urban Fantasy, but relate 

more closely to the use of the fantastic mode in genres such as the Gothic. By eliminating 

the retrospective breach that is the foundation of Urban Fantasy literature, a large portion 
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of the historical background of the adaptive world model would also be erased, which 

would completely change the world-building conventions as a whole. In short, the Urban 

Fantasy novel could no longer be differentiated from its contributing genres of SF and 

Fantasy, because all reactions and acceptances of the Other within the storyworld would 

be invalid. Without the manipulation of the fantastic, Urban Fantasy could not exist, and 

would remain within the bounds of previously established genre conventions. 

I hope that I have convince you that in Urban Fantasy a new world-building 

convention exists and constitutes a genre variant that is related to various genres, rather 

than to just a single, dominant genre. Urban Fantasy is distinguished by its adaptive 

nature as well as by its tendency to blend various genres and to blur the lines as to which 

convention belongs to which genre. Todorov points out that ―failing to recognize the 

existence of genres is equivalent to claiming that a literary work does not bear any 

relationship to already existing works. Genres are precisely those relay-points by which 

the work assumes a relation with the universe of literature‖ (8).  By employing 

conventions from a multitude of genres, Urban Fantasy is able to share meta-textual 

information with the reader that signifies a combination of elements at work to build the 

world of a narrative. Through blending and manipulating these genre conventions, 

specifically in relation to the breach and the mimetic world model, Urban Fantasy creates 

its own adaptive world model. 
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CHAPTER III 

FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS AND REPERCUSSIONS OF THE PRE-NARRATIVE 

BREACH 

Urban Fantasy (n) – a novel set in our world but where something 
strange and other worldly is lurking beneath the surface, be it vampires, 

werewolves, faeries or something else. A strong heroine (à la Anita 
Blake) or hero (à la Harry Dresden) battles the forces of evil over a 

multi-book series, though each novel can often stand alone. The 
individual books are not romances with a happily ever after. Although 
romance can evolve over the course of a series, it‘s not the focal point 

of the plot. 
—Faygie Levy 

 
Urban Fantasy is a world in conflict. With supernatural creatures living next door 

to humans, conflict is the only option for a narrative population struggling to assimilate 

an unnatural intrusion. The intrusion, or ―pre-narrative breach,‖ as I defined in chapter 

one, is the moment the supernatural13 reveal themselves to the human population, thereby 

disrupting what was originally a mimetic world model.14 The breach and character 

reactions of shock and disbelief are both conventions of the fantastic mode, which are 

used by Urban Fantasy, but in a different form than the similar genres of Fantasy, Science 

Fiction, and the Gothic. The Urban Fantasy breach is pre-narrative because the event 

does not happen within the timeline of the storyworld, but rather, at some point previous 

to the opening of the story. It is made known to the reader through the narrator, or 

protagonist, of the novel. The result of the breach, which is permanent, is the 

transformation from an initially mimetic world model to what I have termed an ―adaptive 

world model.‖ The adaptive world model differs from the mimetic in that the Other 
                                                 
13 ―Supernatural‖ is used as a collective noun throughout the study, signifying a population or community 

of non-human entities.  
14 A mimetic world model‘s laws and inhabitants mirror our own. It is a world the reader understands and 
identifies with. 
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cannot be explained away, which would generally be the case in a genre employing the 

fantastic, such as the Gothic. As well known fantastic critic Andrzej Zgorzelski explains, 

the fantastic in a mimetic world model is a breach of that model that changes it into a 

different world that experiences a ―textual confrontation of two models of reality‖ (298).  

The two models represent the natural and the supernatural. Fantasy, for example, is a 

genre that presents a ―unified model‖ because it employs a non-mimetic world model15 in 

which the fantastic elements are treated as normal. Gothic fiction, on the other hand, 

presents a ―confrontation of two models‖ because the mimetic world is employed and the 

fantastic elements represent a breach that has disrupted the normal laws of reality. In 

Urban Fantasy, instead of a disruption, the models come together and assimilate into an 

adaptive world model where the normal laws of reality remain intact, but expand to 

include the Other. 

 To this point, I have remained focused on defining and examining the pre-

narrative breach and resulting adaptive world model. It is important to establish the pre-

narrative breach because it functions as what Tzvetan Todorov, author of The Fantastic, 

would label the ―operative principle.‖ He states, ―When we examine works of literature 

from a perspective of genre, we engage in a very particular enterprise: we discover a 

principle operative in a number of texts, rather than what is specific about each of them‖ 

(Todorov 3). Urban Fantasy, as a genre variant, belongs to the class of popular fiction, 

which has already been established, and therefore should follow a generic or previously 

established formula relating to Fantasy, as its label implies. However, because the 

operative principle of the pre-narrative breach differs from previous formulas, the 

                                                 
15 A non-mimetic world is one that does not mirror reality. It is generally set on a fictional plane and uses 
elements of the fantastic that are treated as normal. 
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elements ―specific‖ to each Urban Fantasy text have yet to be examined and established. 

These fundamental elements are the tools that promote believability in the adaptive world 

model as well as the ―repercussions‖ of the pre-narrative breach. I use the term 

repercussions because, as Todorov also points out in his discussion of the operative 

principle, ―It is not possible for one of the features of a work to be fixed without all the 

others being influenced by it‖ (76). Within the model all the repercussions interconnect 

and build on one another out of necessity to adapt the supernatural into the natural world 

and make the newly adaptive world functional and realistic. However, when employing 

the fantastic mode, believability is not always easy, especially in Urban Fantasy because 

the supernatural remains after inception. When using an adaptive world model, a certain 

balance is required between the natural and the supernatural—especially when the 

fantastic intrusion tends to be ―superlative‖ and ―excessive,‖ as Todorov characterizes the 

fantastic mode (93). Balance is a struggle because the fantastic element must adapt in a 

realistic urban setting rather than an imaginative realm, such as in Fantasy fiction where 

normative laws do not apply. In a Washington Post article concerning the Urban Fantasy 

format, writer Paul De Filippo addresses the balance, calling it blend of contemporary 

setting and ―supernatural outré,‖  in which ―the mundane and the fantastical…have to 

have the same ontological weight and narrative impact, with the earthly side of the tale 

acting as ballast and the fantastical side providing the buoyancy. Too much of one and 

you crash to the ground; too much of the other and you ascend helplessly into the frigid 

stratosphere‖ (T10). The continual dependency and growth of the repercussions from the 

pre-narrative breach is the key to this necessary balance. The repercussions answer, in a 

logical sequence, the questions of ―what if,‖ which are always at the forefront of a 
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reader‘s mind. What if the supernatural existed alongside the natural? What if the 

supernatural were made legal citizens? And it is the solutions to questions such as these 

that make up the fundamental, and formulaic, world-building elements of Urban Fantasy. 

Believability is achieved through the first-person narrative and an adaptive world model 

that expands to include necessary adjustments such as policing agents, legislation, 

commerce, and religion for the supernatural community. 

 As I argue regarding the fundamental elements of Urban Fantasy, it is also 

important to also identify the genres original elements, which have changed over time to 

include a much more rigid and specific formula.   Urban Fantasy came into popularity in 

the early 1980‘s.  Works such as Emma Bulls War for the Oaks and Jim Butcher‘s 

Dresden Files series were unlike current popular fiction genres and difficult to categorize 

as Fantasy or Science Fiction due to their contemporary, marginally mimetic world 

settings. I have chosen the term ―marginally mimetic‖ because, like current Urban 

Fantasy, the supernatural did not magically disappear after the breach. However, it was 

not completely integrated into the natural world either. Both War for the Oaks and the 

Dresden Files series use the natural and the supernatural as parallel worlds that never 

integrate, though inhabitants of both interact. A parallel world generally signifies one 

natural world and one supernatural world. Both worlds have their own fully developed 

history, hierarchy, and rules. The characters from each can travel between worlds, 

generally through some kind of portal, or by magic (Herald 167-68). In Bull‘s War For 

the Oaks, a novel about a young girl drawn into a battle between the Seelie and Unseelie 

courts of the fey,16 the two worlds are the present-day city of Minneapolis and the realm 

                                                 
16 The courts are a part of the hierarchy of Faerie, housing various degrees of royalty. The Seelie court 
includes the benevolent fey who look kindly upon humans and often seek their aid, which is the case in 
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of Faerie.17 In Butcher‘s Dresden Files, centered on wizard investigator Harry Dresden, 

the natural is the city of Chicago and the supernatural is the Nevernever. The parallel 

world of the Other can include varying types of supernatural entities, depending on the 

parameters set by the author. The realm of Faerie, according to Bull, consists of different 

types of fey such as phoukas (shape-changer), brownies (house fairies), and redcaps (a 

type of murderous goblin or elf). Butcher‘s parallel world, on the other hand, includes 

numerous types of supernatural creatures other than fey, such as witches, warlocks, 

wizards, demons, and vampires. As mentioned, each world has an established social 

structure, similar to that of the natural world. Where the fey courts keep order in the 

realm of Faerie, the White Council rules over the Nevernever in the Dresden Files. The 

majority of the supernatural reside in their parallel world, only crossing to the natural 

when necessary.  

Those supernatural entities that do reside in the natural world do not reveal, as a 

rule, their true nature to the human population. Or, if they do reveal themselves to chosen 

humans, the expected reactions of shock and disbelief, which are the norm for the 

fantastic mode, are experienced. An example of this can be seen in Harry Dresden, 

protagonist of the Dresden Files. Harry is a wizard and resides in Chicago rather than the 

Nevernever. He owns his own business, advertising himself as a wizard, which the 

human population considers the equivalent of a hoax. The sign on his office door reads:  

HARRY DRESDEN—WIZARD  
Lost items found. Paranormal Investigations. Consulting. Advice. Reasonable Rates. No 

Love Potions, Endless Purses, or Other Entertainment. (Butcher 3) 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
War for the Oaks; the Unseelie court constitutes the malicious, mean spirited fey who often trick and 
assault humans in various ways for pleasure or gain. 
 
17 As a location, the spelling is Faerie; as an entity, the spelling is fairy. 
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In the first book of the series, Storm Front, the new mailman reads Harry‘s sign and 

comes through the door chuckling. His first words are ―You‘re kidding, right?‖ (1). When 

Harry assures him that he is, in fact, serious, the mailman immediately displays 

skepticism and disbelief. He goes on to ask if Harry means like parties and shows, and 

when Harry says no, he continues, ―So what? Some kinda fortune teller? Cards and 

crystal balls and things?‖ (2). When Harry reiterates once again that he is not a fraud, but 

an actual wizard, the mailman scowls at him and replies, ―You‘re a nut. That‘s what you 

are‖ (1). Disbelief is not unusual in a parallel world setting, because the natural 

population has no reason to believe the supernatural actually exists. Simply placing a 

supernatural character in a real world setting does not constitute an adaptive world model, 

like current Urban Fantasy, because the breaches experienced are within the timeline of 

the storyworld, only occur to a select few, and are not permanent. The breach is very 

similar to that of the Gothic genre and its use of the fantastic mode. The main concept of 

the varied definitions of the fantastic is the implication of ―the existence of events of two 

orders, those of the natural world and those of the supernatural world‖ (Todorov 27). War 

for the Oaks functions in much the same manner. When a phouka, who transforms from 

man to talking dog, reveals himself to main character Eddi McCandry, she is terrified and 

threatens to scream for the police. The phouka‘s response is that the police would think it 

was joke. Who would believe in a talking dog (Bull 28)? Again, this is an appropriate 

response for the parallel world model of the text. The supernatural is not out in the open, 

but resides only in the imagination of the natural world. 

 Other early works of Urban Fantasy employ a singular, marginally mimetic world 

model, which I defined earlier as one where the supernatural resides, but are not known 
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to the human population. There is not a parallel world that they can call home. They live 

in the contemporary urban setting, alongside the humans, but in secret. However, similar 

to the parallel world model and its use of the fantastic mode, the supernatural do reveal 

themselves to a select few humans who initially experience disbelief before acceptance. 

An example of this type of world model can be found in author Tanya Huff‘s popular 

Blood series, which features investigator Vicki Nelson. In the first novel of the series, 

Blood Price, Vicki begins to question if the supernatural is real after witnessing an attack 

by a dark force she cannot explain. When she discovers vampire Henry Fitzroy at the 

scene of a crime, he reveals his true nature to her and she has no choice but to accept the 

possibility that the supernatural is real. Vicki struggles with belief and ponders if Henry 

is a ―certified nut case,‖ but eventually comes to the conclusion that vampires actually 

exist (Huff 107). Although the dark force in the novel turns out to be a demon, it takes the 

blood of its victims, prompting the tabloids to print headlines that read ―Vampire Stalks 

City!‖ because shock sells papers and the police have no leads (22). Henry offers to help 

Vicky solve the case because he wants speculation on the reality of vampires to return to 

myth and imagination for his own safety. As I identified earlier, he has no parallel world 

to turn to for safety, only the natural world. In Huff‘s storyworld world, vampires are 

solitary, territorial creatures, so there are few in the same area. Henry‘s territory is 

Toronto, where he has learned to survive without killing and to blend with the human 

race. In a world without a parallel dwelling place for the supernatural blending is the only 

option for survival.  

 However, since the new trends in Urban Fantasy have developed, works with 

parallel worlds and marginally mimetic worlds do not exactly fit the current Urban 
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Fantasy formula, despite their urban settings. They do not employ an adaptive world 

model, which is the foundation of the world-building conventions of an Urban Fantasy 

text. Although the supernatural venture into or reside in the natural world, they are still 

connected to their own world or live in secret. The mimetic world is not aware of their 

existence, except for the select few, who must be convinced the supernatural is a reality. 

However, despite the lack of an adaptive world model, these early texts were popular and 

set important foundations for current fiction of the genre. The early formula of Urban 

Fantasy and what it has progressed to today works because, as many fans and critics 

agree, it is fantasy for people who normally don‘t read fantasy. 

 One of the reasons Urban Fantasy appeals to a different audience than those of the 

Fantasy genre is due to not only the urban setting, but also the appeal of the characters. 

Because the world model of Urban Fantasy is adaptive rather than non-mimetic, or self-

contained, like that of Fantasy, the readers can often recognize themselves or someone 

they know in a story. The characters live in a realistic setting, despite the supernatural 

presence, and have careers and worries just like the average person. Kim Harrison, author 

of the popular Hollows series, tries to relate this concept of the ―familiar‖ to her readers 

through her characters, especially her protagonist, Rachel Morgan. When asked why she 

writes Urban Fantasy, Harris explained, ―I write urban fantasy because I enjoy the 

characters that a modern setting allows. The fantasy feels more believable to me when 

my main character is worrying about rent or her boyfriend, or if she paid the phone bill. 

An easily identifiable main character helps suspend disbelief, and that leads to a stronger, 

more enjoyable story‖ (Levy, ―Urban Fantasy‖ 22). One of the chief fundamental 
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elements of current Urban Fantasy that helps the reader identify with the main character, 

and also aids in believability, is the character-bound narration. 

 This form of narration is another element that was not common in early Urban 

Fantasy fiction. All the authors mentioned—Bull, Huff, and Butcher—use the authorial 

narrator. I think the main reason for the change in narrative point of view is due to the 

inception of the adaptive world model. As discussed, early Urban Fantasy narratives 

either employed the parallel world model or marginally mimetic world model. With this 

type of world-building, the reader has time to adjust to the supernatural along with the 

characters of a story. For example, in Emma Bull‘s War For the Oaks, the main 

character, Eddi McCandry, is terrified when the phouka and the glaistig (a type of water 

fairy said to drink the blood of men) reveal themselves as fey; threatening to scream, she 

tries to escape them. The phouka then shifts from dog to man, increasing Eddi‘s terror at 

what she cannot explain. When she finally realizes running is futile and she must listen to 

their pleas for help, she becomes hysterical, trying to contain her nervous laughter. She 

agrees that they could not possibly be human, maybe vampires (the glaistig has small, 

sharp teeth) or werewolves (the phouka shape-shifts), but she has ―no desire to hear them 

say so‖ (Bull 31). As Eddi experiences these feelings of disbelief and continually refuses 

to accept what she has always thought of as myth and imagination, the reader does as 

well. The parallel world model allows for a time of acclimation to what should not be 

natural in a real world setting, thereby giving the reader a chance to adjust to the intrusion 

as the characters in the book adjust. As Eddi continues to question the existence of the 

supernatural, she still tries to deny what is happening. Bull writes, ―She [Eddi] could see 

the seams of the world around her begin to ravel and part, and the things waiting outside 
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to pass through the holes were at once terrible and ridiculous‖ (31). Eddi‘s inability to 

accept the fey is a valid response with which the reader can identify. Any sane person in 

Eddi‘s situation would be terrified that the world he or she has always known is a lie. 

And just as Eddi must eventually come to terms with the reality of the fey standing before 

her, so must the reader. But again, it is a slow acceptance. Through Eddi‘s reactions, Bull 

gives the reader ample time to adjust to a world altering revelation. The storyworld 

presented should not include the supernatural, but it does. There should not be a parallel 

world, the realm of Faerie, but there is. What was originally a mimetic world model has 

transformed and the readers‘ believability of this alteration lies solely in Eddi‘s ability to 

believe.  

In her work concerning the Victorian Urban Gothic, scholar Kathleen Spencer 

examines the importance of the narrator in promoting audience acceptance, explaining 

that with the utilization of an initially mimetic world,  

if we recognize and accept the world and its characters as realistic, and enter into 
their perceptions and experiences, we thereby make an emotional commitment to 
the text as verissimilar, we commit energy to believing in it. Even when the 
fantastic challenges the initial mimetic world‘s credibility, the characters are 

experiencing the same doubts and dislocations that we are. (Spencer, ―Victorian‖ 

90) 
 

In Urban Fantasy, the reader is asked to commit and believe in a world where the 

supernatural have always been present, either in a parallel world or living in secret among 

the human population. This is much more difficult than what is expected from readers in 

a text utilizing the fantastic mode as a breach that does not remain or can be rationalized, 

such as the Gothic. Instead of simply accepting a single ―challenge‖ to the mimetic 

world, the reader is expected to accept a fully realized, fully formed world of the Other 
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through the narrator, who reinforces the world by accepting rather than doubting the 

presence of the supernatural. 

 The adaptive world model of the current, established formula of Urban Fantasy 

does not allow for a period of acceptance by the character and reader, thereby eliminating 

the adjustment period for believability. Because the breach occurs before the beginning 

of the novel, the reader is not allowed to gradually accept the fantastic, but rather, is 

pushed directly into the newly adaptive world from the outset. Take, for example, the 

opening paragraph of Guilty Pleasures, the first novel of popular Urban Fantasy author 

Laurell K. Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series. The plot of the novel centers on protagonist 

Anita Blake and her search for a serial killer targeting vampires: 

Willie McCoy had been a jerk before he died. His being dead didn‘t change 

that….He had always reminded me of a bit player in a gangster movie. The kind 

that sells information, runs errands, and is expendable. Of course now that Willie 
was a vampire, the expendable part didn‘t count anymore…I [Anita Blake] 
avoided looking directly in his eyes. It was standard policy for dealing with 
vampires. (1) 
 

Notice, unlike the example given in Bull, the reader is not given time for shock or 

disbelief in the supernatural. The vampire is very real and this does not come as a 

surprise to Anita. In fact, she is familiar with the ―policies‖ concerning vampire 

interaction. In a traditional Fantasy novel18 this scenario would be commonplace because 

the world model would be non-mimetic, signifying a fictional setting with its own rules 

and parameters that treat the fantastic as normal. Anita Blake‘s world, however, is 

constructed through an adaptive world model, in the contemporary setting of St. Louis, 

Missouri. Vampires do not belong in the St. Louis familiar to the reader. But in Guilty 

Pleasures, the breach has occurred before the opening of the text. The supernatural have 

                                                 
18 Refer to footnote number four for a definition of ―traditional Fantasy.‖ 
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revealed themselves to the human population and are now legal citizens. Therefore, a 

vampire sitting in Anita‘s office, waiting for a consultation, is quite natural in the 

adaptive world model. And because Anita is accepting of the situation and treats it as 

commonplace, the reader is expected to do the same. But also notice that the novel 

employs a character-bound narrator. Unlike the earlier Urban Fantasy discussed, the 

Anita Blake series, along with a majority of current Urban Fantasy novels, as I identified 

earlier, are character narrated. Just as the authorial narrator works in early Urban Fantasy 

due to the marginally mimetic world model and acceptance period, the character-bound 

narrator functions successfully in current Urban Fantasy because of the pre-narrative 

breach and adaptive world model. As Tzvetan Todorov explains in his study of the 

fantastic mode, ―The fantastic confronts us with a dilemma: to believe or not to believe? 

…the first-person [character] narrator most readily permits the reader to identify with the 

character, since as we know the pronoun ‗I‘ belongs to everyone‖ (84).  For early Urban 

Fantasy, this is certainly true, as the protagonist generally tends to be an everyday person 

the reader can relate to, though relatable in the third-person. In Blood Price, protagonist 

Vicki Nelson is a normal female, in her thirties, who used to work for the homicide 

division of the Toronto Police Department before retiring to become a private detective 

because of a degenerating eye condition. There is nothing extraordinary about Vicki. 

Emma Bull‘s protagonist, Eddi McCandry, is much the same. In her twenties, she is a 

struggling musician trying to make rent. Although in Storm Front Butcher‘s Harry 

Dresden is a wizard, the reader can still identify with him on a certain level. In a recent 

interview, Butcher described his wizard protagonist as ―very much a regular 

person…someone you‘ll invite to the barbecue. It just happens to be that he has all these 
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powers and responsibility. Harry doesn‘t want to be the guy that goes out and gets all this 

stuff done, but he has to be the guy. He‘d just as soon stay home with a good book and a 

steak‖ (Levy, ―Jim Butcher‖ 25). The reader can also identify with Lieutenant Karrin 

Murphy in Storm Front, the director of Special Investigation for the Chicago Police 

Department. She often enlists Harry‘s help in cases that cannot be explained. She does 

not wholly believe the supernatural exists and often tries to rationalize the cases 

involving magic or unexplainable circumstances because she cannot fully accept that 

Harry is a wizard and that there might be other ―things‖ out there like him. She is the 

voice of shock and disbelief for the reader. 

However, the ―I‖ as everyman is not the norm in current Urban Fantasy, and this 

presents yet another difference to its predecessors. The character-narrator is either a 

creature of the supernatural or a human with special abilities, similar to Harry Dresden in 

Storm Front, but whose true nature is known and accepted by (most of) the natural 

population. Although not the ―average man‖ Todorov identifies, the not so average 

protagonist of current Urban Fantasy does help the reader assimilate to the newly 

adaptive world model and ―enter as directly as possible into the universe of the fantastic‖ 

(84). I would argue that the situation is successful because the protagonist is not average. 

Because of either special abilities or not being human at all, the protagonist knows the 

supernatural world and its rules and inhabitants intimately, thereby bringing the reader 

smoothly into the world as well. The protagonist-narrator acts as a sort of guide, helping 

the reader to navigate a world that is familiar but not. The protagonist-as-guide takes the 

place of the assimilation period in early Urban Fantasy.  
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Anita Blake, for example, is sought out by the vampire in Guilty Pleasures 

because she is trusted by the supernatural community. Although human, she has special 

abilities. She is a necromancer, or animator, which means she was born with the power to 

raise the dead. She works for a company called Animators, Inc. and, along with other 

animators, raises the dead for money. The cases generally involve will disputes or people 

who need one more chance to speak with departed loved ones. However, Anita‘s ability 

to raise the dead is not the reason the vampires enlist her help to find the serial killer. 

They are familiar with Anita because she is a vampire hunter; the vampires have 

nicknamed her ―The Executioner‖ because of her high number of kills. This job does not 

have anything to do with Anita‘s special abilities, but something she was trained to do. In 

the adaptive world of the Anita Blake novels, the pre-narrative breach came when the 

vampires publicly revealed themselves and gained civil rights, two years previous to the 

time frame of Guilty Pleasures. Before this, they still lived among the humans, but in 

secret, like the marginally adaptive world of early Urban Fantasy. Those that did bring 

attention to themselves by slaughtering humans were hunted and killed. Since the 

legislature giving vampires rights, hunters must now be legal law enforcement and get a 

warrant before slaying a vampire. Although the vampires know Anita‘s reputation well, 

they enlist her help in the serial killings because she is familiar with the ―workings‖ of 

the vampire community and knows how to get information. Also, as demonstrated earlier, 

she is familiar with the vampire ―policy,‖ such as not looking them in the eyes.  Through 

the character-bound narration, her knowledge is relayed to the reader, familiarizing him 

or her with the unfamiliar supernatural population. Being a necromancer, she straddles 

the line between the natural and the supernatural. As Linda Holland-Toll defines it in her 
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study of the Anita Blake series, ―[Anita] is to some degree both a human being and one 

with the things she hunts‖ (176). As a member of both worlds, Anita‘s first-hand insight 

into the supernatural community promotes believability in the adaptive world of the 

novels. 

 Another such heroine of recent Urban Fantasy who is a member of both the 

natural and supernatural communities is waitress Sookie Stackhouse, the protagonist-

narrator of Charlaine Harris‘s popular Southern Vampire novels. Sookie has the ability, 

or ―disability,‖ as she calls it, to read minds. The citizens of Bon Temps, Louisiana, 

where the novels are set, think she is crazy.  They can accept the existence of vampires, 

who ―came out of the coffin‖ four years previous to the timeline of the first novel, Dead 

Until Dark, but they cannot accept a pretty, blond-haired, blue-eyed waitress who looks 

perfectly normal but can hear what they are thinking (Harris 1). Sookie can tune out the 

voices and only listen to those she chooses, but it takes concentration. She enjoys 

working at the bar, Merlottes, because she can concentrate and wait tables at the same 

time. Sookie encounters her first vampire in the opening paragraph of Dead Until Dark, 

before the reader is aware of the adaptive world model of the text. Her response is, ―I‘d 

been waiting for a vampire for years when he walked into the bar…I could have danced 

with joy, and in fact, I did a little step right there by the bar‖ (1-2).Without being familiar 

with the world model of the series, the reader can gain from Sookie‘s reaction that a 

vampire in a bar, amongst human patrons, is normal. With a first-hand reaction from the 

protagonist, the reader is brought into the adaptive world of the novel and assimilated to 

the pre-narrative breach of the fantastic without having to adjust or experience disbelief. 

And similar to Anita Blake, Sookie is able to guide the reader through both the natural 
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and the supernatural communities in the novel. Bill Compton, the vampire Sookie meets 

in the bar, comes under suspicion for murder and enlists Sookie‘s help. The two begin 

dating, and she is drawn even further into the supernatural community when vampire Eric 

Northman, Bills superior, forces Sookie into working for him. He capitalizes on her 

ability to read minds when one of his workers steals over sixty thousand dollars and he 

needs to find out who it is. The arrangement also works well for Eric because Sookie 

comes to realize, after meeting Bill, that she can only read human minds, not those of 

vampires. Through Sookie‘s first-person initiation into the vampire community, the 

reader learns the rules of the vampire world, such as, older vampires rule the younger and 

newly made vampires; and areas of the U.S. are divided into territories among the 

vampires, with queens and kings ruling certain states and underling such as sheriffs 

policing smaller numbered ―areas‖ for the ruler of the state in which they reside. The 

hierarchy is similar to that of a feudal society of the medieval period. The system created 

by the vampires and the laws they abide by have been in place long before those imposed 

by the natural population after the supernatural induction. As Sookie navigates the system 

and learns the intricacies of supernatural order, so does the reader. 

 Sookie Stackhouse and Anita Blake are only two of the many Urban Fantasy 

protagonists who are members of both the natural and supernatural communities and 

share their knowledge with the reader through character-bound narration. Other popular 

protagonists include Kim Harrison‘s Rachel Morgan of the Hollows series, who is a witch 

by blood; Kitty Norville, resident DJ and werewolf of Carrie Vaughn‘s Kitty Norville 

series;  Necromance and bounty hunter for the devil Dante Valentine of Lilith 

Saintcrow‘s series of the same name; and weather warden Joanne Baldwin of Rachel 
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Caine‘s Weather Warden series. All of the above characters are solid examples of the 

typical Urban Fantasy protagonist—and they are all women. A strong female lead is 

another of the fundamental elements found in current Urban Fantasy fiction. Of the 

earlier Urban Fantasy discussed, two novels feature heroines (Blood Price‘s Vicki Nelson 

and War for the Oaks‘s Eddi McCandry) and one features a hero (Storm Front‘s Harry 

Dresden). During the origination period, and even in current Urban Fantasy, male leads 

are scarce but not completely absent. Charles de Lint‘s Newford series features both male 

and female leads, depending on the story, but his work differs slightly from the standard 

formula, as Newford is a fictional location.19 Another ―special‖ hero with tracking and 

regenerative abilities can be found in Wen Spencer‘s Ukiah Oregon series, although it too 

stretches the bounds of Urban Fantasy, more closely resembling Science Fiction. Harry 

Dresden still remains one of the most popular and well known heroes of Urban Fantasy, 

but as discussed earlier, the formula for the series has not evolved to the adaptive world 

model, but still employs the marginally mimetic world model.  

 In comparison to their male counterparts, Urban Fantasy female protagonists are 

the majority. They are also comparable in personae. In a recent poll on the popular 

website Urban Fantasy Land, which specializes in Urban Fantasy reviews, news, and 

author interviews, readers were asked to rate their favorite heroes/heroines. Thirty-nine 

readers chose ―Kick Butt Take No Prisoners heroine‖ and only seven chose ―Dominant 

No Female Can Resist Me Alpha Male‖ (Trevethan). This poll is interesting because the 
                                                 
19 Although Charles de Lint is often named as one of the originators of Urban Fantasy, his genre of writing 
borrows more from Fantasy and is termed ―mythic fiction‖ or ―urban myth.‖ Although the setting is 

contemporary, it is an imagined location. The world-building is based mainly on myth and folklore and the 
world model is marginally mimetic rather than adaptive. The supernatural in de Lint‘s tales more closely 

mirrors the Gothic. Although the setting is not dark and sinister, but rather light and whimsical, the 
supernatural are never really concrete. A character is never sure if their encounter with the Other was 
imagination or reality.  Mythic fiction is also more closely related the magical realism, but on a larger scale. 
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early Urban Fantasy protagonists, such as Vicki Nelson and Eddi McCandry, were 

generally average, everyday women, as identified earlier. In comparison, recent 

protagonists such as Anita Blake and Sookie Stackhouse are not only extraordinary, but 

also ―kick butt,‖ as the readers say. They are smart, witty, and able to take care of 

themselves and those around them when the situation demands it. This strength of both 

body and character is an important trait because the world of Urban Fantasy is ―dark and 

dank, and danger surrounds all who inhabit it, whether they know it or not‖ (Levy, 

―Urban Fantasy‖ 21). The adaptive world model requires trust in the protagonist as a 

guide through a dangerous environment. At times, the reader may experience shock and 

disbelief toward the supernatural community, which is expected of the fantastic mode. 

However, when the protagonist is able to deal with any situation, despite her own fear, 

the reader is reassured and doubts are eliminated.  

 The root of this growth in female protagonist strength and ability, I would argue, 

partly stems from changing trends in Fantasy and Science Fiction, both of which are 

contributors to Urban Fantasy, as discussed in chapter one. A large majority of early 

narratives from both genres tended toward the stereotypical weak heroine, dependant on 

her male counterparts. This could in part be due to the readership of both genres, which 

was typically male, or to the sex of the main character, which tended towards male. The 

females were often not the main focus, but rather supporters of the hero.  In her article 

concerning speculative fiction20 in the market-place, Nickianne Moody explains that 

although Science Fiction did attract some female readership, they tended to read writers 

who were moving away from the ―outright sexism and inherent chauvinism found in 

                                                 
20 ―Speculative fiction‖ is an inclusive term, used to identify genres that present the ―what if?‖ question. 

Anything that is unproven and questions the reality we, as readers, know. It can include genres such as 
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror. 
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early and mature science fiction‖ (195). One such popular author was Robert Heinlein, a 

best-selling author who dominated the genre for many years. Women enjoyed Heinlein‘s 

writing because he gave his female characters active roles. He used ―superwoman 

stereotypes‖ and made the women (and girls) fully capable both physically and mentally, 

and gave them roles independent of simply the male counterpart or romantic interest 

(195). I believe these traits carried over to Urban Fantasy, in part, to satisfy female 

readership preferences, but also stemmed from author experience. Many authors 

specialized in other speculative fiction genres before turning to Urban Fantasy. For 

example, author Tanya Huff, discussed in relation to early Urban Fantasy, is 

predominantly a writer of traditional Fantasy fiction despite producing her Blood series. 

Laurell K. Hamilton also produced two traditional Fantasy novels before gaining 

popularity with the Anita Blake series. And Mercedes Lackey, who contributed one of the 

first series considered Urban Fantasy in the early 1980‘s, the Diana Tregarde novels, is 

one of the most popular female writers of traditional Fantasy fiction today. What can be 

deduced from these ―cross-genre‖ examples is this: all were writers following recent 

trends in their base genres and carried these trends over to contribute a dominant number 

of strong female protagonists in Urban Fantasy.  

 Although this crossover promoted a growth in the female protagonist, the sassy, 

outspoken, ―kick butt‖ lead of current Urban Fantasy was still in the growth stages of 

early fiction of the genre. The type of character that could successfully navigate an urban 

setting was still being tested and the boundaries were not yet fully developed. As 

discussed, the character-bound narrator was not yet an established fundamental element. 

But as the trend became a staple, mainly due to pioneer Laurell K. Hamilton, the female 
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protagonist of today‘s Urban Fantasy was created.  According to Urban Fantasy author 

Cassandra Clare, the contemporary urban setting appeals to readers because ― [it] offers a 

great chance to write about really modern, strong, empowered heroines without the 

strictures of old-school fantasy, which often employ a more traditional society with more 

traditional gender roles‖ (Ong).  With tradition no longer a factor, Urban Fantasy writers 

were free to create a new, contemporary woman that 1) readers could relate to, and 2) that 

could function in the same capacity as a male protagonist.   

Another key factor for creating a strong female lead is due, not to reader response, 

but to the storyworld of the novel. The adaptive world model of Urban Fantasy is dark 

and dangerous because the supernatural is now a realized community. Though they adapt 

to the set laws of the natural world and try to blend with the human population, their 

inherent nature still remains. Creatures such as vampires and werewolves are first and 

foremost, predators. Fairies and pixies remain cruel pranksters when the opportunity 

presents itself. Although legal citizens, the supernatural are still far from human. The 

protagonist must have the tools to deal with situations that involve entities with superior 

abilities and strength. This is the reason that a majority of Urban Fantasy protagonists 

often have special talents of their own, such as Anita Blake‘s ability to raise the dead, or 

they are actual supernatural creatures such as Kitty Norville, who is a werewolf, or 

Rachel Morgan, a witch.  However, having ties to both the natural and supernatural 

communities can also cause moral doubt in a protagonist. Where do his or her loyalties 

lie? Lilith Saintcrow, author of the popular Dante Valentine series, explains the appeal of 

this type of protagonist: ―Urban fantasy books tend to be about people who have very 

dark pasts and very dark talents, and the choice of using those talents for good or evil. 
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Every urban fantasy hero or heroine could just as easily be a villain except for the ethical 

stand he or she takes‖ (Levy, ―Urban Fantasy‖ 22). The adaptive world of Urban Fantasy 

is never black and white; there are always shades of gray. And as a series progresses and 

the protagonist becomes more deeply involved with the supernatural community, as is the 

trend, his or her powers continue to grow, and choosing a side and maintaining human 

morality becomes increasingly more difficult. One way that the protagonist often combats 

moral dilemma is by aiding law enforcement. By contributing knowledge of the 

supernatural community to detain those that use their superior abilities for destruction, 

the protagonist can gain a sort of reassurance that no matter the gray area, he or she is 

still working for the greater good. 

Having someone familiar with the supernatural to assist law enforcement is often 

necessary due to the general population‘s lack of actual knowledge concerning their new 

―neighbors.‖ Myth and legend are all the human population really knows, and much of 

this often turns out to be false. As I discussed earlier, many of the fundamental elements 

of current Urban Fantasy are repercussions of the pre-narrative breach and resulting 

adaptive world model. Each fundamental element forced from the breach in a story 

employing the supernatural mode ―functions in the manner of a system; which implies 

that there exist necessary and not arbitrary relations between the constitutive parts of the 

text‖ (Todorov 75). Each ―constitutive part,‖ or repercussion, builds on the next out of 

necessity to adapt the supernatural into the natural world and make the newly adaptive 

world believable.  One such repercussion is the formation of a police unit that deals 

solely with the supernatural. This was not a factor in early Urban Fantasy fiction because 

of the employment of the parallel world model or the marginally mimetic world model. 
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The supernatural were not recognized and therefore were left to police themselves in 

secret. However, Jim Butcher‘s Dresden Files series once again made strides towards 

current Urban Fantasy world-building conventions by introducing a Special 

Investigations unit of the Chicago Police Department. Although the supernatural 

community lives in secret in the series, they still commit crimes that must be investigated 

but often cannot be explained. Any crime considered ―unusual‖ is relegated to Special 

Investigations because ―vampire attacks, troll marauding, and faery abductions of 

children didn‘t fit in very neatly on a police report—but at the same time, people got 

attacked, infants got stolen, property was damaged or destroyed. And someone had to 

look into it‖ (Butcher 7). Karrin Murphy, the director of the unit, often enlists Harry 

Dresden, the protagonist, to assist her because of his claim that he is a wizard. Harry can 

rarely fully explain the outcome of a case because it involves elements still not known to 

exist. The unit is basically considered a joke by the other departments, and those who run 

it, like Murphy, have generally done something to anger someone in a higher position and 

were consequently ―demoted‖ to the unit.  And because she can never fully explain the 

circumstances of her cases, the department thinks Murphy is a ―nutcase,‖ as she terms it. 

She vents to Harry, 

Most of them just scowl and spin their index fingers around their temples when 
they think I‘m not looking, and file my reports without ever reading them. The 
rest are the ones who have run into something spooky out there, and they‘re 
scared shitless. They don‘t want to believe in anything they didn‘t see on Mister 

Science when they were kids. (25) 
 

The refusal to believe, despite supporting evidence, is common in the marginally mimetic 

world model of the text. Even in the adaptive world model of current Urban Fantasy, the 

human community is still adjusting and has problems accepting the supernatural. 
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In the Anita Blake series, author Laurell Hamilton creates the Preternatural 

Investigation Team (RPIT), a unit of the St. Louis Police Department that deals with the 

newly legalized supernatural population, who gained civil rights after the groundbreaking 

Addison vs. Clark case two years prior to the opening of the first book of the series. 

However, despite the fact that vampires, werewolves, and other entities exist without a 

doubt, RPIT is treated much the same as the Special Investigations unit in the Dresden 

Files series. As protagonist-narrator Anita Blake informs the reader, ―the task force was a 

half-hearted attempt to placate the press and the liberals‖ (Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 

28). Due to public opinion and of the lack of knowledge and training concerning dealings 

with the supernatural, and the dangers this deficiency presents,  no officer chooses to be 

assigned to RPIT, or as it is derogatorily known as, ―the Spook Squad.‖ Sergeant 

Rudolph Storr and the other members of the team were not assigned to the unit as a 

positive career move, but rather because they ―pissed off‖ their superiors (28).  Bert 

Vaughn, Anita Blake‘s boss at Animators, Inc., puts her on retainer as a civilian 

consultant to RPIT because of her knowledge of the supernatural. Her assistance is often 

employed, despite some negative attitudes towards her civilian status and regular 

involvement with the supernatural community, because ―although the cops do not 

understand the monsters, they do understand that they have to deal with them in different 

ways than ‗the good ol‘ days allowed‖ (Holland-Toll 176). The ―good ol‘ days‖ refers to 

when a vampire could be staked without a warrant, before the Addison vs. Clark ruling. 

Not only is Anita a vampire hunter and necromancer, she also has a degree in 

preternatural biology, which is the study of supernatural creatures. Teaching courses on 

the supernatural became necessary after the breach because humans needed to know what 
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they would be dealing with in the future. Anita‘s background, as well as her practiced and 

inherent (magical) skills, gives her the ability to prove herself professionally with RPIT 

and aid them in solving supernatural crimes.  

The policing agents in Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series function somewhat 

differently than those in the Anita Blake series because it is the supernatural entities, or 

―Inderlanders,‖
21 as they are termed, that do not take the human police force seriously 

rather than the reverse.  This is because the Inderlanders rival the natural population. 

Forty years prior to the opening of the first novel of the series, Dead Witch Walking, a 

quarter of humanity was killed off by a mutant virus known as the T4 Angel. The 

supernatural population was mostly immune and viewed the resulting census as an 

opportunity to reveal themselves and rival the natural population. The day of revelation 

became known as ―the Turn.‖ Because of the population discrepancy, ―humanity insisted 

on a purely human institution to monitor Inderlander activities‖ (Harris 39). All regular 

law enforcement throughout the U.S. was dissolved and replaced by the Federal 

Inderland Bureau (FIB). In response, the Inderlander community formed its own police 

force, Inderland Security (I.S.), comprised of ―out-of-work Inderland police and federal 

agents‖ who had been passing for human on the dissolved forces (39). The two agencies 

often quarrel over cases, and to the I.S., the FIB is a joke because they are human and 

cannot effectively deal with supernatural threats—they lack the skills and knowledge of 

the I.S. In an effort to boost their reputation, the FIB employs Rachel Morgan, a witch 

and member of the Inderland community, as a consultant on cases involving the 

supernatural. The scenario is very similar to that of Anita Blake and RPIT. The FIB is 

grateful for Rachel‘s input and skills, but they often look at her as a monster because of 

                                                 
21 See footnote number eleven. 
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her abilities and heritage. Also, Rachel started as a ―runner‖ for the I.S., which is similar 

to a bounty hunter/investigator, but broke her contract to start her own agency. Now, the 

I.S. treats her like a traitor for working with the FIB and the FIB considers her a monster, 

despite employing her help. As identified earlier, the Urban Fantasy world is never 

completely black and white, but built on shades of gray. As a protagonist straddling the 

natural and supernatural communities, Rachel constantly questions her loyalties, but 

continues to assist the FIB to bring balance to both populations and sustain her own 

beliefs of right and wrong. 

Not all adaptive world models have progressed enough within a series to have a 

fully formed police force that strictly monitors supernatural activity. In the breached 

narrative world of Charlaine Harris‘s Southern Vampire novels, vampires are the only 

creatures that have made themselves known. It has only been four years since the 

―revelation‖ and the vampires have been allowed to police themselves. The situation 

mostly works, despite a few ―unfortunate incidents,‖ because of a synthetic blood 

developed by the Japanese to keep vampires sustained without feeding on humans (Harris 

4). The vampires have their own hierarchy and system of laws, which I pointed out 

earlier in relation to the series. The vampire population of each state is ruled over by a 

king or queen, who is generally an older vampire, and has underlings such as sheriffs that 

police sectioned off areas of a state. Sookie Stackhouse, the protagonist-narrator, is 

forced into the system because of her telepathic abilities. She, like her female 

counterparts, is not accepted by the natural community because she is not quite human, 

nor is she accepted by the supernatural community because of her partial humanity. 

Carrie Vaughn‘s Kitty Norville series functions in much the same manner, though more 
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narrative is devoted to lycanthrope than vampire hierarchy. The lycanthrope ―packs‖ 

function on a system of strength. The strongest male is the alpha and the strongest female 

is his mate. All other members follow in order of strength. To move up, a challenge must 

be issued and a fight to the death establishes the winner. The alpha controls the entire 

pack and maintains order.  The adaptive world is also slightly different in the fact that the 

breach and its repercussions occur within the series rather than retrospectively. When 

asked why her supernatural characters are not ―out in the open‖ from the beginning as in 

the Anita Blake series, author Vaughn responded, ―I picked a point halfway in between: 

In Kitty‘s world, the supernatural is in the process of being exposed to public knowledge, 

and Kitty‘s part of that movement‖ (Levy, ―Urban Fantasy‖ 23). Even though there is no 

police force to assist, Kitty is still a part of assimilating both the characters and the reader 

to the intrusion of the Other.  

Despite internal and external hierarchies and policing agents, there are still 

situations that call for a solution outside of the law in order to sustain balance. Just as 

paranormal policing agents are a repercussion of the pre-narrative breach and adaptive 

world model, so are bounty hunters who specialize in the supernatural. Many Urban 

Fantasy series feature characters that were aware of and hunted the supernatural long 

before they revealed themselves to humanity. In the Kitty Norville series, werewolf Kitty, 

the protagonist-narrator, meets bounty hunter Cormac when he is hired to kill her. She is 

shocked that Cormac even believes that she is a lycanthrope, but later finds out that his 

father was a bounty hunter also. In the Anita Blake series, Edward is a bounty hunter 

specializing in tracking and killing vampires, lycanthropes, and other supernatural 

creatures because he finds them more challenging to kill than humans. Both Cormac and 
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Edward operate outside the bounds of the law, are loners, and have mysterious 

backgrounds. In their respective series, they appear when a situation is too much for 

either the police or the protagonist to handle. Edward and Anita are ―friends‖ on the 

surface, but she often wonders of he would think twice about killing her if the situation 

called for it. Kitty experiences the same doubts with Cormac because of her lycanthropy 

and because he originally tried to kill her upon their first meeting. Aside from keeping 

balance within the adaptive world model, the bounty hunter character also functions to 

balance the protagonist. Edward and Anita make a good team, but she considers him a 

cold-blooded killer. She often comments on how his eyes go dead when he is about to 

eliminate an enemy. When she works with the ―monsters,‖ as Edward calls them, and is 

forced to kill for her own safety, she often questions if she is becoming like Edward when 

she feels no remorse. Because Anita is not an ordinary woman, nor strictly human 

because of her ability to raise the dead, her life is ―mired in violence, magic, and moral 

complexity‖ (Leon par. 40). Edward serves as her moral compass; a standard of measure 

for her own humanity. Kitty views Cormac in much the same function. She has killed 

before to defend herself within her pack. She justifies this as survival. She considers 

Cormac a killer who is only in the profession for the money. But the more she learns 

about Cormac and why he kills, the more she comes to view her own kind as the 

monsters, not him. She begins to question her own nature and motives. Both Anita and 

Kitty‘s uncertainties are not unfounded because in a world of monsters, neither the 

protagonists could function except by being inhumanly tough and sorting out the 

consequences later. 
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Morality aside, bounty hunting has become a lucrative business in the Urban 

Fantasy world, especially when the target is now a legal citizen and cannot be killed 

without a warrant. Another profit-making repercussion of the breach is supernatural 

entrepreneurialism. The vampires, lycanthropes, and other entities have capitalized on 

their new status, playing off the fear and curiosity of the humans.  The vampires in the 

Anita Blake series have decided to go ―mainstream‖ and have taken over St. Louis‘s 

Riverfront region, formerly known as the District by its inhabitants, but now labeled 

Blood Square. Some of the businesses include Guilty Pleasures, a vampire strip club, 

which Anita asserts ―treads a fine line between entertainment and the sadistic‖ (Hamilton, 

Guilty Pleasures 271); Dead Dave‘s, a bar run by a former cop who was fired for being a 

vampire; and Circus of the Damned, a carnival midway housed in an old warehouse with 

a macabre twist, featuring attractions from rides to freak sideshows. Blood Square is 

always crowded at night, when all the businesses are open, attracting tourists and locals 

alike who want to interact with the vampires. Some just want a glimpse; others go to 

make the fantasy of being seduced and bitten by a vampire a reality. The same attraction 

brings humans to vampire Eric Northman‘s bar, Fangtasia, in Charlaine Harris‘s Southern 

Vampire series. Upon telepath Sookie Stackhouse‘s first visit to the bar, she notes the 

crowd is divided into two sections: tourists and groupies (or fang-bangers as they are 

called) (Harris 92). Some of the fang-bangers have fake fangs with fake trickles of blood 

and most of the tourists are dressed in black. Sookie describes them as ―extraordinarily 

pathetic‖ (92). There are also real vampires scattered throughout the bar, dressed in 

stereotypical dark attire, who are employed there for the amusement and pleasure of the 

patrons. There are signs posted throughout the bar that read ―No biting on the premises,‖ 
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―No lingering in the parking lot,‖ and ―Your patronage is appreciated. Proceed at your 

own risk‖ (93). It is a dark and dangerous place for humans, which is the allure for most. 

And it is this allure the vampires have cashed in on. As Holland-Toll explains in her 

article ―Harder than Nails,‖ although ―most people are still simultaneously horrified and 

fascinated by them…the vampires, who understand a capitalist consumerist economy 

perfectly, have taken full advantage‖ (176). 

 Although capitalism is the main goal of the supernatural business growth, another 

factor is security. Even though the supernatural are legal in the Urban Fantasy world, they 

are not necessarily accepted.  The different supernatural species tend to stick with their 

own kind because they still distrust the natural world, especially the police. As one 

vampire character notes in the Anita Blake series, ―there are many among us who do not 

trust the human laws…we know how equal human justice is for the undead‖ (Hamilton, 

Guilty Pleasures 82). In Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series, the Inderlanders have not only 

formed their own businesses, but also their own community where few humans live or 

venture to after dark.  This living and working arrangement is often agreeable to the 

human population who still fear the supernatural community, despite their curiosity. Most 

creatures keep their abilities in check and live within the bounds of the law to promote 

good wealth among the human population. After all, most have lucrative businesses they 

would not want to jeopardize.  But many of the humans are not fooled and know that if 

attacked by a vampire or lycanthrope, for example, they would defenseless. Anita Blake 

even states, at one point, that she expects treachery from vampires because they are not 

human. ―They‘re loyalty, first and foremost, must be to their own kind,‖ she explains 

(153). This loyalty also applies to humans, which has been discussed in relation to certain 
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female protagonists. When a human, or even partial human, aids the supernatural, such as 

Sookie helping Eric determine who embezzled from him or Anita working with the 

vampires to find a serial killer, he or she is often distrusted by the natural population and 

considered a traitor.  

 Feelings towards the supernatural are often strong because they are still basically 

a mystery. Humans cannot ever be sure if the supernatural really want to become law 

abiding citizens or if they are simply biding their time, waiting to unleash their abilities 

and take over the world. Extremist, yes, but in the adaptive world model certainly a real 

possibility. Some groups consider the supernatural an abomination; others look to them 

for salvation. In Kitty Goes to Washington, Kitty is called to speak at a senate hearing on 

the reality of the supernatural. As she makes her way to the stand, she hears repeated 

shouts of ―abomination‖ and fragments of bible verse such as ―thou shalt not suffer a 

witch to live‖ from Exodus.  Because she is a werewolf, those who are frightened by the 

possibility of the supernatural consider her evil and simply an animal. They want laws set 

to put bounties on lycanthropes so they can be hunted to extinction like wild wolves 

(Vaughn, Washington 293). In the Anita Blake series, hate groups such as the League of 

Human Voters and Humans Against Vampires (HAV) have formed to protest the 

citizenship of the vampires. Most people that join these groups have either lost a loved 

one to a vampire attack, or like the protestors in the Kitty Norville series, have religious 

beliefs that dictate an anti-vampire (or supernatural) stance. Others join because of simple 

bigotry stemming from fear and lack of knowledge. And just as there are fanatics that 

protest the rights and very existence of the supernatural, there are also those that revere 

them and consider them humanity‘s salvation. When Kitty is at the senate, waiting to 
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testify, she meets Reverend Elijah Smith, head of the Church of the Pure Faith. He claims 

he can cure vampires and lycanthropes of their conditions through ―old-fashioned, laying-

on of hand faith healing‖ (144). But his ―church‖ is more like a cult. He has hundreds of 

followers who travel with him in a caravan, living is squalor and filth. They are creatures 

whose urges he has suppressed but are now like walking zombies, living in a trance. The 

cult is eventually disbanded when it is revealed that Reverend Smith is actually a fairy of 

the Unseelie court, draining energy from his follower to feed his own strength. 

Respectively, the fanatics in the Anita Blake series have formed The Church of Eternal 

Life. Instead of trying to suppress supernatural abilities, they want to gain from them. 

The church is founded by vampires and seeks to ―convert‖ willing humans through the 

promise of eternal life. It is the first of its kind and attracts a wide membership. Anita, 

who is religious despite her ability to raise the dead, does not agree with the church but 

understands its popularity. As she views it, ―most people don‘t believe in their immortal 

souls anymore. It isn‘t popular to worry about Heaven and Hell, and whether you are an 

absolutely good person. So the church was gaining followers all over the place‖ 

(Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 122).  In an adaptive world model, where the natural and 

supernatural must exist together, the formation of extremist groups is inevitable. Whether 

formed out of bigotry, confusion, or reverence, it is a natural social progression to 

forming a balanced but integrated society. 

 In Urban Fantasy, entire series are based on what I have termed the adaptive 

world model. With this type of world-building, belief in the supernatural as an actual, 

functioning society is imperative. Also, the adaptive world could not function if logical 

questions of ―what if‖ were not explored and expanded in a realistic manner. What if the 
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supernatural existed? What if they were made citizens? These are the foundation of 

Urban Fantasy, brought to the forefront by the pre-narrative breach and resulting universe 

of natural and supernatural, cohabitating the same urban location. And the repercussions 

of this cohabitation and resulting fundamental elements construct the current formula for 

the Urban Fantasy genre. Each element builds on the next. The character-bound narrative 

introduces the reader to the current situation because there is no adjustment period; the 

female protagonist promotes identification and believability in the contemporary urban 

setting; and the natural progression of forming law institutions, building businesses, and 

founding religious organizations based on the newly integrated supernatural is inevitable. 

The fundamental elements I have identified are the most important, I would argue, in the 

world-building process of Urban Fantasy. As can be seen from the textual examples used, 

each element is common throughout a majority of texts, and works logically, and 

consistently, to form a world where the supernatural and the natural could, in fact, exist 

without straining reader acceptance. 
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CHAPTER IV 

GENREBLENDING AND THE MONSTER NEXT DOOR 
 

 Urban Fantasy came into popularity in the early 1980‘s and has continued to 

expand and gain a devoted readership. Although certain conventions of early Urban 

Fantasy have changed, such as the world model and narrative style,22 the multifarious 

nature of the genre has not. Often defined as fantasy for those who do not like fantasy, 

Urban Fantasy attracts an audience from many diverse reading backgrounds because it 

does not use a straight Fantasy narrative formula as its label implies. In fact, aside from 

employing magic and myth, Urban Fantasy is not exceedingly similar to traditional 

Fantasy23 because it employs a realistic rather than imagined setting. Although 

contemporary, the grittier side of the urban location more closely resembles that of Dark 

Fantasy, which combines elements of the fantastic with Horror. A recent article from the 

Library Journal, titled ―The City Fantastic,‖ claims ―contemporary Urban Fantasy started 

as an offshoot of horror fiction rather than sf [science fiction]/fantasy‖ (Donohue, par. 6). 

And still other critics of the genre maintain that it owes much of its conventions to Crime 

fiction.  With so many contributors, at least one certainty can be ascertained—Urban 

Fantasy is not rooted in a single genre, but in many, borrowing different popular fiction 

conventions to build a unique but relatable storyworld. Genreblending, as this practice 

                                                 
22 In early Urban Fantasy, the world model was marginally mimetic, signifying a breach that remains 
permanent but secret to the natural world. Also employed was the parallel world model, which centered on 
separate worlds of the natural and supernatural whose inhabitants only interact when necessary. Current 
Urban Fantasy utilizes an adaptive world model, where the natural and supernatural cohabitate within the 
natural laws of society. The narration style has changed from authorial to a character-bound due to the 
switch to an adaptive world model. 
 
23 See footnote number four. 
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has been termed, has also grown in popularity in recent years, largely due to genres such 

as Urban Fantasy.  Genreblending is rooted in popular fiction24 because each popular 

novel has a distinct formula that categorizes it as a specific genre. Before the blending the 

practice, popular novels strictly abided by the ―traditions and conventions of a specific 

genre‖ (Herald 209). In recent times, however, a text combining Horror and Mystery or 

Romance and Fantasy would not be unusual. 

 Genreblending is not the only practice that contributes to Urban Fantasy‘s 

growing audience. On one hand, it attracts readers who do not enjoy traditional Fantasy, 

but on the other, it maintains those who enjoy the fantastic mode, or use of supernatural 

elements. In fact, it could be argued that the Urban Fantasy storyworld is literally built 

around the supernatural, or Other.  However, in the adaptive world model of Urban 

Fantasy, the Other is still relatively unfamiliar to the human population. For this reason, 

the term ―monster‖
25 is a constant label throughout Urban Fantasy fiction, used to either 

identify paranormal entities or to justify questionable actions. I will argue that the theme 

of the monstrous, whether actual or allegorical, is taken from each popular genre 

contributor, such as Crime, Romance, Horror, or Science Fiction (SF),26 and used to 

identify how both the natural and supernatural exist within the adaptive world model of 

Urban Fantasy. 

  

                                                 
24 Popular fiction is made up of genres, such as Mystery, Romance, Horror, and Science Fiction. It is often 
considered the opposite of literary fiction, which include works that do not follow a formula, but are read 
for their uniqueness –both authorial and narrative. For a more detailed explanation, refer to chapter one. 
 
25 Within the context of the essay, I use the term ―monster‖ to signify both human and non-human 
characters and qualities. 
 
26 Primary genres, such as Romance, Horror, Science Fiction, and Crime, are capitalized to emphasize 
hierarchy. 
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 In stating that the monstrous in Urban Fantasy may be actual or allegorical, it is 

important to define the term in relation to the literature of this study. Often, narratives use 

the monstrous theme as an allegory of cultural and societal issues. This can be identified 

in Urban Fantasy on a certain level, but due to the adaptive world model of the literature, 

the monstrous is also identified on a more literal level. Yes, monsters and humans co-

exist, so the identification of actual ―monsters‖ is confirmed. However, the actions of the 

monsters, in comparison to those of the humans of a story, as an Urban Fantasy series 

progresses, brings to light questions of monstrosity in characters other than the 

supernatural entities. As Andrew Hock-soon Ng discusses in his book Dimensions of 

Monstrosity in Contemporary Narratives, ―some narratives foreground monsters to 

problematise the notion of ‗reality‘ constructed as the ‗Symbolic order‘—an ideological 

construction which largely dictates the way society and culture operate‖ (1). As this study 

identifies world-building techniques in Urban Fantasy, the ―symbolic order‖ and 

operation of society and culture in relation to the monstrous is connected to the 

storyworld of an Urban Fantasy novel and the repercussions of an adaptive world model 

where humans and monsters live and work alongside one another. How does a society 

function once the monsters have ―come out of the closet,‖ so to speak? How does the 

realization of the supernatural affect a culture and the set norms of a society? Therefore, 

the monsters in Urban Fantasy are, in fact, literal and, at times, allegorical when the 

human population begin to question their own actions and reactions in relation to the 

Other. 

The urban setting is the ideal breeding ground for numerous variations of 

monstrosity. In Urban Fantasy, the adaptive world model functions in a realistic, 
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contemporary city location, such as New York City, Chicago, or St. Louis, to name a 

few. But with the supernatural breach, what was once a mimetic location is transformed 

to something slightly more sinister. With the possibility of encountering a vampire or 

werewolf around every corner, undertones of danger are inevitable. Since the monsters 

are now part of the urban location, they are ―intimately bound to the very human system 

which they inhabit, and which they subtly undermine…the monster has physical and 

social proximity to the human[s], but signifies nevertheless, as a threat‖ (4).  Also, there 

are the members of the supernatural community who may not have chosen to go 

―mainstream‖ and live and abide within the natural laws of society. These factions also 

contribute to the dark and sinister atmosphere of the urban setting.  On the surface, the 

adaptive world is functioning smoothly, the newly legalized supernatural adjusting easily 

within the natural bounds of society; but underneath, in dark alleys and backrooms, the 

grittier side of the supernatural still exists, housed by the transformed city they have 

invaded. In a study of the Victorian Urban Gothic, scholar Kathleen Spencer discusses 

the important role of the urban location in promoting a certain atmosphere in a text 

utilizing the fantastic: 

The natural, reasonable, mundane world is only a thin film covering a realm of 
horrors which at any moment might break through to attack the unsuspecting, and 
it is the city, that indiscriminate, crowded, roiling mass of humanity, which 
creates a hospitable space in the modern world for such monsters, a place where 
they can hide unsuspected. (―Victorian‖ 92) 
 

The urban setting provides not only anonymity for those not wishing to be ―recognized,‖ 

but also an endless hunting ground for both food and entertainment. In a smaller area, 

remaining in the shadows would not be possible and acts necessary for survival would 

not go unnoticed. Consider, for example, Sookie Stackhouse‘s reaction to vampire Bill 
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Compton in Charlaine Harris‘s Dead Until Dark. Sookie lives in the small town of Bon 

Temps, Louisiana, and waitresses at the local bar, Merlottes. When Bill sits in her 

section, she is giddy with excitement because he is the first vampire she has ever 

encountered since the species ―came out of the coffin‖ four years previous to the opening 

of the novel (Harris 1). However, rural Louisiana is not an attractive location for 

vampires. New Orleans, on the other hand, is apparently ―a real center for them—the 

whole Anne Rice thing,‖ Sookie explains. ―It‘s not a long drive from Bon Temps to New 

Orleans, and everyone who came into the bar said that if you threw a rock on a street 

corner you‘d hit one. Though you better not‖ (1). Sookie‘s obvious excitement at 

encountering Bill is exactly what some vampires, along with other members of the 

supernatural community, seek to avoid by residing in an urban location. The reason for 

this attitude is confirmed later in the novel when a series of vampire murders takes place 

and Bill is the prime suspect because he is the only vampire in Bon Temps. The police 

distrust the supernatural and employ a process of elimination rather than proof of guilt. 

But Bill remains in Bon Temps, working with Sookie to prove his innocence because he, 

unlike others of his kind, enjoys living away from the mainstream. He tells Sookie that he 

is tired of ―drifting from city to city‖ and came to Bon Temps to claim land left to him by 

his ancestors, which is a possibility now that he is a legal citizen. ―I can go to Monroe or 

Shreveport or New Orleans for synthetic blood27 or prostitutes who specialize in our 

kind,‖ Bill explains to Sookie. ―I want to stay here‖ (49).  Bill realizes that living in a 

rural area will present problems in his feeding habits, but he can keep himself 

                                                 
27 Synthetic blood, or True Blood, was invented by the Japanese to keep vampires from feeding on humans.  
Although it sustains vampires nutritionally, it does not completely satisfy their hunger (Harris 4). 
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nutritionally sustained and out of the local spotlight by fulfilling his needs with a quick 

trip to the city. 

 The urban location of St. Louis, Missouri, is a popular destination for vampires in 

Laurell K. Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series. According to protagonist Anita Blake, the only 

place better is New York, but St. Louis has a lower crime rate. After a vampire gang war 

broke out in New York, the bulk of the ―vampire watchers‖ now visit St. Louis 

(Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 156). Rather than a hiding place, the urban location in the 

Anita Blake series serves as a means of commerce. Since vampires were made U.S. 

citizens two years prior to the first novel of the series, they have opened up numerous 

vampire run businesses all over St. Louis to cash in on the curiosity of the human 

population. However, despite the businesses being legal, many of them, especially those 

in the District, attract humans in search of danger and the true nature of the vampire 

rather than the public personae. The District, or Blood Square as the humans call it, was 

formerly the city‘s riverfront region. It is now made up of vampire strip clubs, such as 

Guilty Pleasures, where the motto is ―We are here to serve you. To make your most evil 

thoughts come true‖; a midway known as the Circus of the Damned, featuring a large 

sign on the roof with fanged, dancing clowns; and Dead Dave‘s, a vampire run bar (19).  

The city‘s master vampire (the oldest vampire with the most power who has charge of the 

city‘s vampire community), as well as many of the lesser vampires, reside underneath the 

Circus of the Damned. It is a convenient situation because, on one hand, owning 

businesses and attracting tourists brings in money and boosts the city‘s economy, thereby 

making the vampires look less like monsters and more like contributing citizens to 

society. On the other hand, all the businesses, besides Dead Dave‘s, operate at night, 
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when humans seeking a hint of danger let their guards down. Although feeding on a 

human is illegal without consent, male strippers and a few drinks are just the right 

incentive. The vampires don‘t even have to hunt their prey—the humans come to them. 

These ―dens of sin,‖ as the humans against vampires would term them, highlight 

connotations to Dark Fantasy, mentioned in the introduction, because any place where a 

large faction of vampires congregate, some type of chaos is bound to ensue and the 

outcome will not be pleasant. Dark and bloody events, serious leanings toward horror, 

and a not necessarily happy ending are all traits found in Dark Fantasy that are mirrored 

in Urban Fantasy and promoted through the urban setting (Arthur, par. 5).  

 Another genre contributor to Urban Fantasy that tends toward the dark and gritty 

is Crime fiction, or more specifically, hard-boiled detective fiction. Concerned with both 

the seedy and the glamorous characters of urban life, this genre is permeated by violence 

and corruption. The genre is navigated by a wise-cracking, street-smart investigator who 

uses brute force and ingenuity in equal measures to hunt down the criminals. When this 

type of character is portrayed in the Urban Fantasy world, the criminals the detective is 

hunting just happen to be monsters. Tanya Huff‘s Blood series, discussed in chapter two 

in relation to early Urban Fantasy, is a good example of the gradual combination of 

detective fiction characteristics and monstrous themes. When the series opens, Vicki 

Nelson, the protagonist, has retired from the homicide division of the Toronto Police 

Department and started her own investigation agency. When she worked homicide, her 

cases dealt with death and violence, but strictly human related, though the criminals 

might perform monstrous acts. Since opening her own agency in book one, Blood Price, 

she has witnessed a supernatural crime, befriended vampire Henry Fitzroy, and 
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discovered that the killer she is hunting is a demon. Because the series employs a 

marginally mimetic world model, where the supernatural exist in secret alongside the 

natural, the narrative is no longer straight Crime fiction because elements of the fantastic 

have been introduced. And with each subsequent book of the series, Vicki is drawn 

farther into the supernatural underworld, investigating criminals and cases that cannot be 

explained by the Toronto Police Department because they are committed by creatures 

that are not supposed to exist. Vicki becomes less reliant on her former homicide partner, 

Mike Celluci, who does not believe in the existence of the Other, and turns to vampire 

Henry for help solving her cases. As a vampire, Henry knows his way around the secret 

supernatural community and teaches Vicki how to apprehend and kill criminals that are 

not human. 

 The blending of Urban Fantasy and hard-boiled detective fiction has progressed 

even further in recent works of Urban Fantasy. Although Huff‘s Blood series successfully 

integrated the detective with the paranormal, there is still a key element missing that 

keeps  the unique voice of the original crime detective from completely translating—the 

character-bound narrative. Character narration was one of the biggest innovations the 

hard-boiled sub-genre brought to detective fiction. The Blood series, like other early 

Urban Fantasy works, is written in the third-person. In recent fiction of the genre, 

however, such as Hamilton‘s Anita Blake series, first-person narration is a formulaic 

convention. Popular heroine Anita Blake is known for her sarcasm and tough talking 

demeanor. Though a woman, and often outnumbered by the supernatural criminals, she 

continually relies on her wits and tough talk to get out of dangerous situations; and if that 

doesn‘t work, she isn‘t afraid to use a gun. Since Anita is a contemporary detective, 
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dealing with werewolves and vampires, she uses silver-plated bullets. ―Silver won‘t kill a 

vampire,‖ she states, ―but it can discourage them‖ (Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 6). In 

Guilty Pleasures, the first book of Hamilton‘s series, the vampires throw Anita in a 

basement full of wererats intent on tearing her limb from limb. With no weapons or 

escape route, she still maintains the calm demeanor and mocking attitude of the hard-

boiled detective. As the largest wererat is about to attack her, she laughs. When he asks 

why, she replies, ―I was hoping the vampires would come for me soon and save me. 

You‘ve got to admit that‘s funny‖ (69). Snarky comments and dangerous situations are 

common for Anita Blake, as she raises the dead and hunts vampires for a living. As Linda 

Holland-Toll explains in her article ―Harder than Nails,‖  

Anita owes a great deal to the conventions of hard-boiled detective fiction…the 

hard-boiled detective takes place in a city, an urban landscape, emphasizing the 
seedy parts of town…[and] engages in violence much more frequently than the 
classic detective, [and] the violence is always rendered more graphically. (178)  
 

Some of the most graphic scenes in the series are when Anita is on retainer to the 

Regional Preternatural Investigation Team (RPIT), a unit formed by the Chicago Police 

Department to investigate paranormal crimes. When she is called in to collaborate on a 

recent string of vampire murders in Guilty Pleasures, one of the victims is described as 

follows:  

The bright summer sun pressed down over her body. From the shape and the 
black pants suit, I [Anita] was betting it was female. It was sort of hard to tell, 
lying on its stomach, chest caved in, and the head missing. The spine showed 
white and glistening. Blood poured out of the neck like a broken bottle of red 
wine. The skin was torn and twisted. It looked like somebody had ripped the 
freaking head off. (Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 238) 

 
As the Anita Blake series progresses, the scenes of violence grow increasingly more 

graphic. Just when Anita thinks she has seen the monsters at their worst, something more 
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violent and destructive emerges. The graphic scenes and language taken from the hard-

boiled detective genre are not surprising additions to the series given the authors research 

methods. Hamilton spends a great deal of time researching actual crimes and 

interviewing officers who deal with similar homicide cases. In an interview with Locus 

Magazine, she relates how a crime scene was in progress outside of her apartment when 

she was writing Guilty Pleasures. She convinced a police officer to answer some plot 

questions for her, one of which concerned ghouls raiding graves in a cemetery and 

ripping bodies apart. After explaining that she realized this would never actually happen, 

the officer replied, ―People have teeth too‖ (Hamilton, ―Death and Sex‖). Considering his 

reply, she deduced that anything she wrote had probably already been done, no matter 

how horrible. Crime scenes in subsequent novels of the Anita Blake series always have a 

realistic feel. ―If it‘s something really horrible,‖ Hamilton explains, ―my rule is that it‘s 

either something I‘ve already heard or read, or it‘s something that‘s impossible without 

my magic system. Some of the strangest little throw-away items, things that have 

happened to victims in my books, I didn‘t make up.‖ The truth behind the crime scenes of 

the series helps to sustain a realistic quality in the novels, despite the supernatural factor, 

which is important in maintaining the hard-boiled detective character, who would 

normally deal with crime scenes involving humans. 

 Besides Anita Blake, a large majority of Urban Fantasy protagonists are either 

professional or amateur investigators. For example, Kim Harrison‘s Rachel Morgan is a 

private investigator, specializing in the supernatural because she is a witch herself, and 

also aids the Federal Inderland Bureau (FIB), which is the human law enforcement 

agency that deals with the supernatural. Sookie Stackhouse of the Southern Vampire 
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novels is a waitress, but is often employed by the supernatural community to help solve 

crimes because of her telepathic abilities. And werewolf DJ Kitty Norville, of Carrie 

Vaughn‘s popular series, continually teams up with bounty hunter Cormac to investigate 

paranormal crimes because there is not yet a police force to deal with non-human 

activity.  

 Working with, and hunting the monsters is not always an easy relationship to 

preserve for a detective. Often, constant submersion in the world of the supernatural 

forces a protagonist to admit that not all its inhabitants are monsters, despite their 

inherent nature. When this type of scenario occurs, conventions of the Romance genre 

can be detected, although the result is not always a happy ending. Blending the romantic 

with Urban Fantasy has proven problematic at times because the resulting narrative is 

often confused with paranormal romance, a popular sub-genre of Romantic fiction.  

Focus and setting are two of the main differentiating factors. Paranormal romance is first 

and foremost a romance. Although one or both main characters may not be human, their 

relationship, not the supernatural community, is the main interest of the plot. Also, 

paranormal romance is not confined to a contemporary urban setting; it can be historical, 

contemporary, or futuristic, and take place in the city, the country, or even outer space. In 

comparison, in Urban Fantasy, as I have discussed, both characters and plot are founded 

on the contemporary urban setting. Also, as Urban Fantasy author Keri Arthur explains, 

―romance and romantic entanglements are not the main plot element, thought they are 

often present as a sub-plot‖ (Arthur, par. 4). Although the protagonist if often embroiled 

in a supernatural relationship, he or she is mainly concerned with hunting, not dating, the 

monsters. The world models of both genres also vary. Where Urban Fantasy employs an 
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adaptive world model, paranormal romance can use a number of models. Depending on 

the world-building and setting of the novel, the world model can be mimetic, non-

mimetic, or marginally mimetic. Very few paranormal romances employ the adaptive 

world model because the amount of world-building conventions in this type of model, 

which generally take place over a series, detracts from the romantic relationship, which is 

the main focus. 

 Differences aside, paranormal romance and Urban Fantasy have both continued to 

grow in both authorship and readership. The element of the supernatural in each genre 

makes the blending of the two a natural extension. In a recent article examining this 

recent trend, Jason Nahrung pinpoints the popularity to the supernatural element, 

claiming that ―werewolves and vampires are the ‗ultimate bad boys‖ (39). For Urban 

Fantasy, the love interest of the protagonist is generally a member of the supernatural 

community. At the end of Guilty Pleasures, book one of the Anita Blake series, Anita 

firmly states, ―I am The Executioner, and I don‘t date the vampires. I kill them‖ 

(Hamilton, Guilty Pleasures 355).  This statement turns out to be false as the series 

progresses. Anita becomes more involved with the supernatural community and, though 

she struggles against it, falls in love with the master vampire of St. Louis, Jean-Claude. 

She also dates alpha werewolf Richard Zeeman, although when they first meet, she thinks 

he is human. In Charlaine Harris‘s Dead Until Dark, telepath Sookie begins dating 

vampire Bill Compton, but a few books into the series, the couple break up because Bill‘s 

loyalties are to the supernatural community first and Sookie second. Sookie also has 

feelings for vampire Eric, but only after he loses his memory for a period of time and 

displays sympathetic, human traits that were not part of his original personality. Before 
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this event, he had forced Sookie to work for him and exerted his supernatural strength 

and abilities over her whenever possible to force her to his will. She disliked him because 

he was a monster. Witch Rachel Morgan of Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series is one of the 

few protagonists who dates a human. However, as the series progresses, the relationship 

falls apart because the human, Nick Sparagmos, is witness to many of Rachel‘s abilities. 

He is frightened by her powers and comes to view her as the monster. Rachel eventually 

dates Kist, a vampire who originally terrified her. Carrie Vaughn‘s werewolf protagonist, 

Kitty Norville, forms a romantic relationship with her lawyer, Ben O‘ Farrell, in book 

three of the Kitty Norville series, Kitty Takes a Holiday. Ben is human in the first two 

books of the series, but in the third he is bitten by a lycanthrope and becomes a shape-

shifter. Kitty takes care of him through his first change, and afterwards they have sex. 

The morning after, Kitty realizes that her feelings stem from his change from human to 

werewolf. ―I never would have slept with Ben if it hadn‘t been for the lycanthropy,‖ she 

admits (Vaughn, Kitty Takes 115).  They eventually begin dating, but Kitty continues to 

question her attraction because, when Ben was human, she only viewed him as a friend. 

Now that he is a monster, like herself, she feels a kinship to him that she did not feel 

before. He is the only ―pack member‖ she has and she considers him to be family in a 

sense. Her reaction demonstrates an important theme of the monstrous—self-

identification. Often, a narrative using the monstrous reveals that the monster ―is now a 

part of us, with us, and sometimes, even within us‖ (Ng 4). In Kitty‘s case, the ―monster‖ 

was already within her because of her lycanthropy, and now that it is also a part of Ben, 

she feels a closer connection to him. She is no longer alone in her monstrosity. 
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 Although the Urban Fantasy protagonist struggles against dating the monsters, 

relationships with humans are generally not possible, as in the case with Rachel Morgan 

and Nick Sparagmos. Whether partially human, such as Anita and Sookie, or completely 

non-human, like Rachel and Kitty, all have supernatural natures or skills that separate 

them from the natural community. Humans cannot match them in ability, or sometimes 

strength, nor comprehend their ties to and mixed feelings towards the monsters. Like 

Nick‘s reaction, the initial emotion of love turns to fear. However, for the protagonist, 

though dating the monsters might be a necessity, it is not always agreeable. Anita is slow 

to accept her feeling for both Jean-Claude and Richard. At one point, frustrated, she 

exclaims, ―Most women complain that there are no single, straight men left. I‘d just like 

to meet one who‘s human‖ (Hamilton, Circus of the Damned 329). Sookie has trouble 

finding human men, also. Getting a date is difficult since she is a telepath and the citizens 

of Bon Temps think she is crazy. Forming a relationship is even tougher because reading 

your partner‘s mind generally reveals information better left unsaid. ―Can you imagine 

knowing everything your sex partner is thinking?‖ Sookie asks (Harris 22). After meeting 

Bill, she learns she cannot read the minds of vampire, which is bliss to her. Also, her 

boss, Sam, is a shape-shifter, and although his thoughts come through at times, they are 

often fuzzy, projecting only impressions and emotions. After Sookie and Bill end their 

relationship, and Eric reverts to his normal, monstrous personality after his bout of 

amnesia, Sookie begins dating weretiger Quinn. The monsters accept Sookie‘s abilities, 

and even if they don‘t, she doesn‘t have to ―hear‖ about it. 

 Because of the blend with Romance, the monsters are often datable rather than 

completely despicable, as would be the case in a blend with Horror fiction. They are a 
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combination of stereotypical hero and the ―ultimate bad boy,‖ as Nahrung termed it—

tortured but redeemable. The switch from the Horror genre personae of the monster, 

namely the vampire, to sympathetic romance hero, is credited to author Anne Rice. Her 

popular novel Interview With the Vampire (1976), and subsequent novels of the Vampire 

Chronicles series, made huge strides in transplanting the monster from Horror to 

Romance. In her article ―Dieting and Damnation,‖ popular culture scholar Sandra Tomc 

examines the historical literary function of the series, stating, ―It was, of course, the 

pattern of Rice‘s chic vampire rather than Stephen King‘s bestial one that became the 

focus of such absorbed and wild popularity in the 1980‘s and 1990‘s…the vampire of 

enviable looks and inspiring ambitions—not sub-human so much as ultra-human—

reigned‖ (96). One tactic Rice used for dispelling bestial and unholy qualities was to 

eliminate many of the original myths associated with vampires, such as their aversion to 

crosses. When asked if he is unable to look at them, Lestat, one of Rice‘s infamous 

vampire protagonists, replies, ―Nonsense, my friend, sheer nonsense. I can look on 

anything I like. And I rather like looking on crucifixes in particular‖ (Rice 23). Lestat, 

however, is still a ruthless monster in Interview With the Vampire. It is Louis, a man 

Lestat turns into a vampire to be his companion, who serves as the moral compass of the 

novel. When Lestat is teaching him to kill humans for food, Louis cannot accept this as 

his only means of survival. Lestat tells Louis he will get used to killing and ―become 

accustomed to things all too quickly‖ (31).  Louis soon realizes the difference between 

himself and Lestat. ―For me,‖ he says, ―the experience of killing had been 

cataclysmic…Lestat felt the opposite. Or he felt nothing‖ (31). It is this single statement 

by Louis that differentiates the monstrous vampire from the sympathetic one. Rice 
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portrays Louis, and eventually Lestat in later novels, ―with an empathy that would have 

been unthinkable in earlier decades‖ (Gordon 2).  

 The empathetic vampire is not the only convention popularized by Rice. She also 

moved the focus of her novels from the humans to the monsters. In fact, many critics of 

her work attribute its popularity to this shift in perspectives. Critic Veronica Hollinger 

credits the widespread popularity to ―readers‘ fascination with the psychological make-up 

of her [Anne Rice‘s] monsters…It is the human characters, not the vampires,‖ she 

explains, ―who are relegated to the marginal narrative roles‖ (―Fantasies‖ 200). The 

character of the vampire is no longer supernatural revenant, void of emotions other than 

hunger. The new, sympathetic vampire shows emotions of remorse and empathy, which 

make him attractive to his female counterparts and readers alike. In her article 

―Rehabilitating Revenants,‖ Joan Gordon compiles a good measure of Anne Rice‘s 

―rehabilitated‖ monster:  

Imagine two poles: at one lies the vampire as utterly despicable and at the other 
the vampire as perfectly admirable. Somewhere along the path between these two 
poles lie all these sympathetic vampires. At the despicable pole, we find the evil 
vampire of horror fiction; at the other, the good vampire of speculative fiction. 
(228) 
 

The ―speculative‖ vampire was gaining popularity in the 1980‘s, as identified earlier by 

Sandra Tomc, at the same time Urban Fantasy was finding a niche in the popular fiction 

canon.  The blending of the two is most identifiable in both the romantic relationships of 

the Urban Fantasy protagonist, who finds enough humanity in the monsters to date, rather 

than kill, them, as exemplified in the Anita Blake series; and in the ―mainstream‖ 

characteristics demonstrated by the vampires, who can blend with humanity enough to 

interact on a social and economic level. The ability of the monsters to interact with 
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society gains both acceptance and attraction. The monsters of paranormal romance and 

Urban Fantasy, acting as hero, exude eroticism. They attract humans who are excited by 

danger. This is one reason relationships between humans and the supernatural do not 

work; humans only see the romantic side of the monsters, not the inherent, animalist side.  

In Dead Until Dark, humans who seek out vampires for ―the thrill‖ are called ―fang-

bangers.‖ According to Sookie, the term means ―men and women that hang around with 

vampires and enjoy being bitten. Vampire groupies. They don‘t last too long…because 

they want to be bitten too much, and sooner or later they get that one bite too many‖ 

(Harris 19).  The excitement of being bitten by a vampire overwhelms their common 

sense and they eventually end of dead. A similar group of sycophants, called freaks, exist 

in the Anita Blake series. They are humans who are attracted to vampires because they 

are addicted to the mind control the vampires exert over them to make feeding 

pleasurable. They have ―freak parties,‖ which are illicit gatherings where they can share 

their sexual preferences with willing vampires who enjoy their ―food‖ without a 

challenge. Protagonists such as Anita and Sookie do not date vampires because they 

enjoy donating blood. In fact, Anita refuses time and again to let Jean-Claude feed from 

her, and Sookie only allows Bill to when he is badly hurt and there is no other option.  

Rather than predator/prey, the male/female relationship is the most important to the 

Urban Fantasy protagonist. 

 Although Anne Rice is credited as the key author in creating the sympathetic 

vampire, Suzy McKee Charnas, author of The Vampire Tapestry, is often mentioned in 

tandem because of her unique ―anti-hero,‖ Dr. Edward Weyland. Civilized enough to live 

among humans, Dr. Weyland is a respected and well-liked professor of anthropology. He 
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survives by taking blood from students and faculty who volunteer for his ―sleep studies,‖ 

which he performs for his research on ―dream-mapping‖ (Charnas 7-8). The participants 

are paid for their time, and leave in an extremely tired state, with no recollection of what 

occurred while they slept. Weyland is, in the beginning, a typical predator. He considers 

humans as food, and nothing else. But as the book progresses, his true nature is 

discovered  by a group of teenagers who capture him, put him in a cage, and charge 

admission for people to see a living monster. During his time of captivity, he befriends 

Mark, the nephew of one of his captors. He has never considered humans as companions 

before this, only as prey. When Mark helps Weyland escape, he doesn‘t kill the boy 

despite the fact Mark knows he is a vampire. Later, he comes to care for a therapist he 

has been seeing, even going so far as to become intimate with her. For Weyland, this is a 

new practice. He has never needed sex to satisfy his needs, only blood. Through the 

course of the novel, much like Louis in Interview With the Vampire, the reader grows 

increasingly more sympathetic to Dr. Weyland as he begins to view the human 

population as something more than lesser creatures populating the bottom of the food 

chain.  

 Charnas gained critical attention not only for The Vampire Tapestry‘s parallels 

with Anne Rice‘s sympathetic vampires, but also for her unique vision of Dr. Weyland‘s 

origins. Rather than a supernatural vampire, Weyland‘s nature is biological—he is a 

product of evolution. Instead of fangs, he has a puncturing device in his tongue, like a 

needle, that leaves a minimal wound and secretes an anticlotting substance to minimize 

waste (26). ―Fangs,‖ he says, ―are too noticeable and not efficient for blood-sucking‖ 

(26).  He periodically withdraws from society, for his own safety, spending generations at 
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a time in hibernation. During this time, his metabolism slows to place him in a suspended 

state which prolongs his life span. When he awakens, he remembers nothing of the life 

preceding his hibernation. With such a long life, he cannot be afflicted by past 

attachments. ―I am not the monster who falls in love and is destroyed by his human 

feelings,‖ he tells the reader at the end of the novel. ―I am the monster who stays true‖ 

(293). Weyland, although sympathetic at times, does not apologize for his true nature. He 

is a predator, made by evolution rather than magic. He more closely resembles a 

character of Science Fiction than Fantasy.  

 Vampires are not strictly bound to the fantastic. Generally they are rooted in the 

supernatural, but like Dr. Weyland, can represent a different type of creature, formed by 

natural rather than magical means. This type of representation is used occasionally in 

Urban Fantasy and blends conventions from the SF genre. As I discussed in chapter two, 

Kim Harrison‘s Hollows series has slight undertones of SF through the explanation of a 

virus that eradicates a large portion of the human population, forcing the supernatural into 

the mainstream. However, the supernatural exist through magic, not science. I also briefly 

discussed the Ukiah Oregon series by Wen Spencer, which represents an early form of 

Urban Fantasy because of its marginally mimetic world model. The monsters of 

Spencer‘s series are not vampires, but werewolves—to an extent. Rather than created by 

magical means, they were mutated from an alien race. Alien DNA was injected into a 

wolf pack and the resulting species was humans with wolf-like characteristics, such as a 

heightened sense of smell, advanced tracking abilities, and a pack mentality, meaning the 

strongest of the group rules. Other alien characteristics, such as regenerative abilities and 

telepathy where also inherited.  Though not supernatural, the wolves still represent a non-
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human species. The fact that the alien portion of the series is only relayed in retrospect 

and the actual setting is contemporary, taking place in present day Pittsburgh, secures ties 

to Urban Fantasy.  

Returning to ―non-magical‖ vampires, Octavia Butler‘s Patternist quartet, 

categorized as SF, functions much like Rice‘s Vampire Chronicles in creating a new type 

of monster that would later be developed in Urban Fantasy—the psychic vampire. This 

type of vampire feeds on mental capacity, not blood. Its form is human, but its chemical 

make-up resembles a parasite. The psychic vampire is much different than the vampire of 

Horror and Romance, and its intrusion in the SF genre ―heralds a relatively untraditional 

treatment of this typically Gothic archetype‖ (Hollinger, ―Vampire‖ 155). Butler‘s quartet 

consists of Wild Seed, Mind of My Mind, Clay’s Ark, and Patternmaster. The novels tell 

the history and future of a race of psychics bred by a male entity called Doro. Doro, in a 

sense, is a shape-shifter. His spirit lives in the body of others, and when the body is 

exhausted, he moves or transfers to another. He can choose the body he ―jumps‖ to 

except in extreme situations. The spirit of the body he takes over dies. Influences of 

Doro‘s character can be seen in Urban Fantasy. On one hand, he resembles a lycanthrope 

because his body takes the form of those his spirit takes over. On the other hand, he has 

lived for thousands of years, and is the original psychic vampire, able to control those he 

has created as well as their offspring. The vampires of Urban Fiction are also immortal, 

but unlike Doro, can be killed by the traditional methods of wooden stake or fire. Also, 

Doro is ―connected‖ to his offspring, able to find them all over the world through mental 

ties. Similarly, many vampires of Urban Fantasy possess psychic connections. They can 
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mentally call those they have created, communicate telepathically, and practice mind 

control over humans.  

Mind of My Mind, the novel of the series set in the present, has the most 

immediate connection to Urban Fantasy. The other novels exemplify strong SF world-

building conventions, but in Mind of My Mind, Butler blends numerous genres, such as 

the Gothic, Fantasy, and also action/suspense. She also uses various mythologies. The 

world model is very similar to the marginally mimetic world model early works of Urban 

Fantasy, discussed in chapter two. The novel takes place outside of contemporary Los 

Angeles (contemporary for 1977, when the novel was written), constituting an urban 

location, with the natural population living in the open and the supernatural hiding their 

true nature. However, the distinction between the natural and the supernatural is not black 

and white. The non-humans are actually humans with special abilities, such as telepathy, 

mind control, and psychometry. Like Dr. Weyland, they are products of biology. 

However, Doro, who fathered the race, has unknown origins that are likely rooted in the 

fantastic, so there is a measure of the supernatural in their genetic make-up. The race 

lives among the humans, not willfully hiding their true nature, but not making a measured 

effort to conceal it either. With the power of mind control, many of the humans who 

know what Doro‘s offspring are do not find it unusual because they are mentally 

commanded to think this way. 

 Mary, fathered by Doro, is the culmination of everything Doro has tried to 

achieve through his breeding. She is the strongest telepath he has created and has the 

ability to control all the others. She is connected to them mentally, through a type of 

invisible string, and can draw strength through any member when necessary. Because she 
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takes energy rather than blood from her people, she is considered a psychic vampire. 

Being able to draw on energy and exercise control through that energy is much like the 

abilities of Laurell Hamilton‘s protagonist, Anita Blake. Anita too, is mostly human, but 

has the ability to raise the dead. She draws an inherent magic and ―animates‖ corpses and 

controls them for a short period of time. Anita and Mary are both puppet-masters, in a 

sense. Mary controls her people through a mental ―pattern‖ and Anita controls the 

zombies through her magic. Also, both came into their ―powers‖ in a painful and 

accidental way. Mary had no idea she could create the pattern and tie people to her 

against their will. Anita did not know she could raise the dead until she accidentally 

brought her dead cat back to life.  

 Another convention in Mind of My Mind that becomes an important world-

building function of Urban Fantasy is the character-bound narrative. Throughout the 

novel, the narration switches between characters, depending on the chapter, using third-

person. However, the character Mary narrates each of her own chapters. In Urban 

Fantasy, the character-narrator functions mainly to assimilate the reader to a world 

cohabitated by the natural and supernatural. But through Mary‘s narration, another 

function can be identified—to relate to the reader that her abilities do not make her a 

monster. When Mary first creates the pattern, her kinsmen resent being connected to her 

against their will. But as she learns to control her abilities, her connection work as a 

soothing force, bringing everyone together. As the authorial narrator explains in the 

novel, ―She [Mary] was a symbiont, a being living in partnership with her people. She 

gave them unity, they fed her, and both thrived. She was not a parasite, though he [Doro] 

had encouraged her to think of herself as one‖ (Butler 217). Instead of being the monster 
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Doro wants, Mary uses her ability to unite her people instead of to control them. She 

fights against her inherent nature and tries to retain her humanity. ―I‘m not the vampire 

he [Doro] is,‖ she proclaims (210). Anita‘s character struggles in much the same way. 

With her abilities, she knows she is not completely human. She kills the monsters as well 

as dates them, but she often wonders if she is slowly losing her humanity and turning into 

what she fears. However, since she is not completely human, identification with the 

monstrous is not abnormal. She does not fit into the parameters of natural society, and 

therefore, like the supernatural monsters, does not ―participate in the classificatory ‗order 

of things‘‖ (Bloom 201). As Clive Bloom discusses in his study of the monstrous in 

horror fiction, ―they [true monsters] are disturbing hybrids whose externally incoherent 

bodies resist attempts to include them in any systematic structuration. And so the monster 

is dangerous, a form suspended between forms that threatens to smash distinctions‖ 

(201). With the adaptive world model of Urban Fantasy, distinctions between the humans 

and monsters are always at the forefront of a narrative because the two are learning to co-

exit. However, the character-bound narration of the Anita Blake series serves to give the 

reader a strong sense of Anita‘s doubts towards her own monstrous inclinations, but also 

highlights her affirmations to herself that she will not cross certain lines, whatever the 

situation.  

 No matter the influence—Detective, Dark Fantasy, Romance, Horror, or Science 

Fiction—each genre contributes not only plot and character conventions to Urban 

Fantasy, but also the question of morality. Who are the monsters? The supernatural 

creatures because they lack complete humanity, or the humans, who perform vile acts 

despite their humanity? Eric Rabkin, in his work The Fantastic in Literature, 
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characterizes the function of the fantastic, or supernatural, as follows: ―The fantastic is to 

be used to reveal ‗the truth of the human heart.‘ One of the most accepted of the truths of 

the human heart is that we often conceive ourselves, and act, as if we had two natures: a 

base, evil, nighttime nature and a fine, good, daytime nature‖ (27). In each character of 

Urban Fantasy, this dual nature can be identified. Protagonists such as Anita Blake and 

Sookie Stackhouse straddle the line between human and supernatural or good and evil 

because of their abilities. Vampires such as Bill Compton and Jean-Claude go 

―mainstream‖ to appease the human population, but still remain loyal to their own kind, 

protecting themselves and their way of life over natural society. Werewolves such as 

Kitty Norville and Richard Zeeman were once human, before being bitten, and struggle 

daily with their human and animal natures, wondering which one will prove superior. 

Characters such as these cross boundaries not only in genre, but also in societal norms 

because ―they are not monsters, but human, they are not human, but monsters‖ (Holland-

Toll, American 29). The identification of human morality is blurred, same as the genre 

distinctions. Urban Gothic scholar Kathleen Spencer wrote, ―One of popular literature‘s 

most important functions is to express the anxieties of its culture‖ (―Victorian‖ 94).  The 

urban setting, the tough talking protagonist, and the constant questioning of morality—all 

conventions of the ―blend‖ that constitutes Urban Fantasy, and all reflections of 

contemporary society in terms of who the real monsters are. 
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